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Abstract 

The rnajority of languages in the world encode participants in a clause 

according to the weii-known concepts of subject and object. However, a small 

number of languages make use instead of the semantically based 'direction' system 

known as the inverse. A direction system is determined by two separate phenornena: a 

semantic hienrçhy (the rsuiking of participants based largely on semantic features like 

person or animacy), obviation (the relative discourse prominence of two third 

persans), or both, impose an alternation between a direct clause and an inverse clause. 

A prototypical example comes ftom Plains Cree, where first person outranks third 

person in the semantic hierarchy: 

(a) ni-pamih-âw (b) ni-parnih-ik 
1-take.care.of-3DIR 1-take.care.of-3INV 
'1 take care of himher.' 'She takes ciire of me.' 

(Literally: '1 take care of him/her' inverted). 

Both clauses are transitive, and both have identical person agreement. But the two 

clauses have différent verbal morphology. Example (a) is direct, as indicated by the 

DIR suffix, and the flow of action goes ftom a higher ranking participant, the first 

person singular, to a lower ranking participant, the third person singular. Example (b) 

is inverse, as indicated by the INV suffix, and the flow of action goes from a lower 

ranking third person to a higher ranking first person. The direction system allows the 

grammar to produce transitive clauses in which the actor ranks semanticaiiy lower 

than the undergoer without actually having a means for expressing this within the 

agreement system, thereby saving on the number of person forms in the paradigm. 
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This thesis is a survey of inverse systems in the world's languages. First, 1 

develop a set of formai and fûnctionai criteria of inverse systems based on 

Algonquian languages, like Cree, which are agreed to have canonical inverse systems. 

Then 1 survey eleven languages from various language families that have been 

claimed to exhibit inverse systems. Using these criteria, 1 determine how strong or 

weak the inverse in each language is. This leads to a typology of inverse systems. The 

Total Inverse systems (found in Cree, Sahaptin, Mapudungan, and Navajo) are shown 

to have al1 grammatical properties associated with Inverse systems. The Obviation 

Inverse systems (found in Kutenai and Tzotzil) have almost al1 the features associated 

with inverse systems. The Weak Inverse systems (found in Carib, Chukchee, and 

Chepang) lack a number of inverse features. Based on their individual charactenstics, 

the Ianguages make up an inverse continuum. Furthemore, 1 identify three languages 

(Korean, Picuris, and Lurnmi) that have been given inverse analyses but which do not 

meet the criteria for the range of systems that 1 propose. 1 therefore conclude that 

these languages do not actually contain inverse constructions. Rather the passive 

voice is at work in these languages in which the actor is demoted to oblique status. 

The primary contribution of this thesis is typological. 1 provide a detailed 

analysis of three types or degrees of inverse systems. In so doing, 1 propose tighter 

constraints for differentiating direct-inverse from active-passive alternations thereby 

providing cross-linguistically vaiid critena that can be used by cesearchers in the 

anaiysis of unclear cases. 
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Chapter One: 
The Inverse Prototype 

Inverse systems in a wide range of languages have garnered considerable attention in 

the past two decades. They are often compared or confused with passives. While a number of 

languages have been given inverse analyses, no cross-linguistic typology has previously been 

put forth. The pcimary purpose of this thesis is to identify the properties of inverse systems in 

order to constrain the inverse type, so that it is clear when a system is inverse and when it is 

passive. Languages vary with respect to how many inverse properties they exhibit. Those that 

have al1 of the properties are Strong Inverse languages. Those that have few properties are 

Weak Inverse languages. The range of strong ro weak forms the Inverse Continuum. 

Generally, inverse systems in various languages are compared to the systems found in 

the Algonquian languages, which are tnditionally considered to exemplify the prototypical 

inverse. The following examples Frorn Plains Cree (Dalhstrom 1991) illustrate a prototypical 

direct and inverse pair. 

(1) ni-wâpam-âw 
1SG-see3DIR 
'1 see himlher.' 

(2) ni-wâpam-ik 
1SG-see-3INV 
'Sihe sees me.' 

In (1) and (2), the verb takes the first person singular prefix ni-. The suffixes -âw and -ik 

indicate whether a first person singular is acting on a third person or a third person is acting 

on a first person. In (l), the flow of action is from the first person to the third person; it is 

direct. in (2) the flow of action is h m  the third person to the k t ;  it is inverse. This 

introduction provides a sketch of Cree morphosyntax in order to illustrate the properties of 



the inverse system and how it functions. These properties are then used in subsequent 

chapters to rank other inverse systems. The following sections will introduce the five 

properties of the Cree inverse system. 

1.1 Ranking Clause Participants 

Languages of the world rank clause participants in a number of different ways. In 

some cases, they are ranked sernantically by person. Usually, first person outranks second 

person, which outranks third person. This is knriwn as a person hierarchy. In general, Speech 

Act Participants (SAPs) i.e., first or second persons, outrank third persons cross- 

linguistically. Other languages may semanticiilly rank participants according to an animacy 

hierarchy. In this case, animate norninals out rank inanimate nominals. 

Many languages rank participants according to how prominent they are in the narrative 

or discourse. In some languages this is a formally marked obviation system. Typically, an 

obviation system ranks two third persons that CO-occur in a clause. The proximate participant 

is more central to the discourse by virtue of being in~oduced first or king more topical. The 

obviative participant has a peripheral role in the clause. It is not the centrai chatacter in the 

discourse. Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 show how Cree uses both semantic hiecarchies and 

obviation to determine whether clauses wiil be direct or inverse. 

1.1.1 Semantic Hierarchies 

Cree and the mûjority of Mgonquian Ianguages use a person hierarchy that ranks 

participants in the foilowing order: 



This hierarchy is responsible for whether the verb will be in the direct form (1) or the inverse 

form (2). if the flow of action from one participant to another moves from left to right on the 

hierarchy in (3). the verb is direct. If it flows from right to left, then the verb is inverse. The 

clauses in the left hand column below are direct; a participant higher on the hierarchy is 

acting on a participant lower on the hierarchy. In the right hand column, the flow of action on 

the hierarchy is reversed and the clauses are inverse: 

(4) (a) 2 3 1  (b) 1+2 (Fadden: fieldnotes.)' 
ki-pakamah-on ki-pakamah-0th 
2-hit-1DIR 2-hit-1W 
'You hit me.' '1 hit you.' 

(c) 2 3 3  (d) 3+2 
Ici-pakarnahw-âw ki-pakamh-ok' 
2-hit-3DIR 2-hit-3iNV 
'You hit himher.' 'She hits you.' 

(d) 1 j 3  3 3 1  
ni-pakarnahw-âw ni-pakamahw-ok 
1 -hit-3DIR 1-hit3INV 
'1 hit himlher.' 'Slhe hits me.' 

When SAPs interact with each other and with third persons, the choice between direct and 

inverse is grammatically obligatory. For exampie, in Cree, there is only one grammatical 

direct clause for a combination involving an SAP and a third person. 

(5) ni-wâpâm-âw 
1-see-3 
'1 see himlher.' 

Conversely, the only grammatical way to express a third person acting on an SAP results is 

with an inverse verb form. 

' Mmy thanks go to Mrs. Pauiine Christianscn for her assisiance ;md clarification of Cree data. 
'The iNV suffix. which regularly appears as -ik, becomes -ok foilowing vecb stems with underlying Iwl. 

ni-p&muhw+ik 3 ni-pakamah-ok. 



6 ki-pê kiskwâi-ik 
2-talks.t~-3INV 
'Sihe talks to you.' 

Thece is no grammatical direct fonn in which a lower-riinking participant can act on a higher- 

ranking one. SUnilarly, it is impossible to have an inverse fonn when a higher-ranking 

participant acts on a lawer-ranking one. 

(7) "0-wâpâm-nl-âwlê (Faddea: fieldnotes) 
3-see- l(variable 1SG suffixes) 
'Whe sees me.' 

As we will see in Chapter Two, laaguages such as Mapudungun and Sahaptin have 

similar bierarchies invofving persan. Some languages, such as Chukchee, have a simpler 

person hierarchy, in which Speech Act Participants (SAPs) outmnk third person, 

(SAP > 3) but SAPs are not ranked amongst themselves as they are in Cree. In still other 

languages, such as Navajo, participants are ranked not dong the lines of person, but rather 

according to whether they are animate or inanimate. In whichever manner a language ranks 

its participants, semantic hierarchies are one of five properties of inverse systems. In my 

survey, semantic hierarchies based on person are more comrnon than hierarchies based on 

animacy. 

1.1.2 Discourse Prominence 

In Cree, we see direct and inverse clauses where two third persons interact. The third 

person participants are ranked according to their prominence in the discourse and labeled 

proximate and obviative. The proximate participant is the me that is central to the discourse 

or narrative due to k ing  introduced earliest or king focused. Secondary third person 



participants, generally infroduceâ later, are obviative. Just as SAPs outrank third persons, 

proximate third persons outrank obviatives. 

(8) pmx> obv 

Direct clauses are those in which a pmximate acts on an obviative, and inverse clauses are 

those in which an obviative acts on a proximate. 

0-pakamahw-êw awasis-a 
3-hit-3obvDIR child-OBV 
'She [prox] hit the chiId[obv].' 

0-pakamahw-ik awasis-a 
3obv-hit-3N child-OBV 
'The child [obv] hit himlher[pron)' 

(Fadden: fieldnotes) 

When two third person interact, either direct or inverse is possible gramrnatically. The 

choice does not result in ungrammriticality as it does in the case of SAP13 interaction (e.g. 

(7)). However, attaching an obviiitive morpheme to a proximate piuticipant, or inverse 

morphology where direct belongs, would result in confusion between the two nominals. The 

listener would noc judge the clause ungrammaticai, but she would think that a shift in topic 

has taken place or that the hittee was the hitter. 

Cree and a number of other languages in this survey have an obviation system that is 

uvertiy marked, but other languages in this survey do not. Languages chat do not overtly 

mark obviation may still have direct and inverse altemations. Clause participants in these 

languages are often referred to as proximate and obviative despite the non-overt marking 

(Aissen 1997, Arnold 1994, Thompson 1990). 



1.1.3 Hierarchy Inverse and Discome inverse 

Throughout the survey, a distinction is made between the inverse thiit arises €rom the 

person &ng (see 5 1 .l. 1) and the inverse that arises from discourse prominence [see 

8 1.1.2). The former will be called the Hierarchy Inverse and the latter the Discourse Inverse. 

1 distinguish these for two nasons. Firçt, they differ in gnmmaticality. Interactions involving 

SAPs with each oîher, and SAPs with third persons3 are obligatorily direct or inversc. A 

violation of this hierarchy results in an ungnmmatical clause. Interactions involving 

proKimate and obviative participants select direct or inverse not according to structurai 

constraints, but rather discourse constraints. Changing of direct or inverse marking on a 

clause with two third persons does not result in an ungrammatical clause, just one which 

different in meaning. Second, some languages rank participants semantically (i.e., by person 

or animacy) and pragmatically (Le., proKimate-obviative), whik others rank only persons, 

and still othets make only the profimate-obviative distinction. 

Both semantic hiewchies and discourse prominence are phenomena that can cause a 

language to make a direct-inverse altemation, but it will be shown that the inclusion of one in 

the Ianguage does not necessririly entail the inclusion of the other. A language cm have 

Hierarchy Inverse without Discourse Inverse and vice versa. 

1.2 Head-Marking 

Cree is a head-marking fanguage rich in verbal inflection. The NPs are unmarked for 

case and thete is fiee wod order within the clause. The vetb takes person and number 

' In some languages SAPs are not ranked against each other as in Cree. Rather, the hierarchy is SAP > 3 
(see $23.1 on Carib). 
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agreement, and also encodes other information, including transitivity, animacy of 

participants, and obviation. The following two clauses demonstrate al1 of these 

characteristics. 

(1 1) 0-pamih-êw-ak awâsis-ak okimâw-a (Fadden: fieldnotes) 
3-take.care.of(TA)-3obvDIR-PL child-PL chief-OBV 
'The children take care of the chief.' 

(12) 0-pamih-ik-wak awâsis-ak okimâw-a 
3obv-take.care.of(TA)-3INV-PL child-PL chief-OBV 
'The chief [obv] takes care of the children [prox].' 

The verb in (1 1) has a nul1 third person singular prefix. The verb root belongs to the 

Transitive Animate verb class, which means that the verb is transitive and the object is 

a~~irnate.~ The -êw suffix appears when a proximate hird person acts on an obviative. The 

high-ranking participant (proximate 'children*) takes the hird person plural suffix -ak. The 

-ik suffïx appears when an obviative third person acts on a proxirnate third person, as in (12). 

The non-topical third person, 'chief,' takes the obviative suffix -a. There is no confusion as 

to which participant takes care of whom in the clauses above, because of the distinction 

between -êw and -ik. Person and diction, as well as verb classification, demonstrate that 

Cree is a head-marking language. Head marking is a feature shared by most of the other 

languages in the survey. 

1.3 Transitivity 

The Cree inverse clause is transitive; like the direct clause it has two arguments, a 

subject and an object. In ihis respect, it coatrasts with the passive, which has one argument, 

' The Algonquian languages have four verb ciasses: Transitive Animate, Transitive Inanimate, in which 
the object is inanimate, Intransitive Animaie, in which the subject is animate, and Intransitive Inanimaie, in 
which the subject is inanimate. The inverse oniy occurs in the Transitive Animate set The verb class wül not be 
shown in the gloss throughout the remainder ofthis w o k  

7 



the subject. Dahlstrom (1991) summarizes grammatical relations and thematic roles in rhree 

clause types: 

Tabb 1: Cree Thematic Roles and Grammatical Relations 
1 ] Thematic cole 1 Grammatical Relation 

-- - -  

Dalhstrom (1991) uses a syntactic test based on the copy-tosbject construction to identify 

subject and objects in inverse clauses. All data in this section is taken h m  Dalhstrom (1991) 

unless othenvise stated. In a copy-to-object clause, the subject of the lower clause is 

coreferential with the object of the matrix clause. 

(13) ni-kiskêyim-âw ê=nbhtê-sipwêhtê-t 
1 -know3DiR ~ 0 ~ ~ = w a n t - l e a v e - 3 / ~ 0 ~ ~ '  
'1 know that he wants to leave.' (lit: '1 know him that he wants to leave.') 

The matrix clause verb in (13) has a transitive animate stem. The lower clause subject (3 

in the conjunct fm) is coreferential with the matrix dause object. This demonstntes that 

the upper clause does have an object and is in fact transitive. Another example illustrates 

copying with a proximate-obviative pair: 

(14) ni-kis kêyim-âw George ê=sâkih-At o-kosis-a 
1-know-3DIR George CONJ=love-3 3POSS-son-OBV 
'1 know that George loves his sons.' 

In (14)' the subject of the lower clause, proximate 'George', is copied as the object of the 

direct upper clause. Trying to match a lower clause object to an upper clause object results in 

an ungrammatical sentence. 

Direct 

Inverse 

Passive 

%le  conjunct fom in Cree and other Algonquian languages is used in dependent clauses. 
8 

Actor 
Undergoer 
Actor 
Undergoer 
Undergoer 

Subject 
Object 
Subject 
Object 
Subject 



(15) *ni-kiskêyim-âw George êsâkih-ikot O-kosis-a 
1-know-3DIR George CONJ=love-3INV 3POSS-son-OBV 
'1 know that his sons love George.' 

In (15), the proximate third person object of the lower clause is coreferential with the third 

person object of the upper clause, and the sentence is ungrammatical. The problem in (15) is 

due to the fact that the lower clause subject, the actor 'his sons', does not match person 

features with the upper clause object. Instead, the upper clause object is matching in person 

features for 'George,' the single third person proximate undergoer of the lower clause. 

When the lower clause is inverse, note that it is the lower-ranking actor that copies as 

the upper clause object: 

(16) ni-kiskêyim-àw John ê=ki-wâpam-isk 
1-know-3DIR John conj=saw-2INV 
'1 know that John saw you.' (Lit: '1 know John that he saw you.') 

The upper clause has a first person acting on a third person. The lower clause third 

prson copies as the upper clause objeci The lower clause SAP cannot copy despite its 

being higher ranking. In other words, even though 'John' is a îhird person and ranks lower 

than its second person clausemate, it is the subject because it is allowed to copy as the upper 

clause object. 

When the upper clause is inverse, the higher-ranking participant of the inverse clause is 

the object. 

(17) namoya 0-kiskêym-ik ô-htâ-wiya 
not 3obv-know-3W3POSS-father-OBV 

hipwêh-êt (Bloodeld 1934) 
CONJ-leave-3KONJ 

'His father[obv] did not know that he[pmx] had gone off.' 

Dahlsmm does not give the parallet uogriunmaticai daia that would illustrate the lower clause object 
SAP copying to the upper clause object 

9 



The third person proximate argument in the lower clause is the subject. It is coreferential 

with the upper clause object, which is tbe third person proxirnate of the inverse clause. The 

clause in (16) gives evidence for the object status of the higher-ranking undergoer of the 

inverse clause. 

The copy-to-object construction tells us two important things about transitive clauses in 

Cree. According to Dalhstrom ody subjects are copied? Actors in direct and inverse 

constructions can copy, therefore they both test to be subjects. Thus, there is no difference in 

the alignment of actors and undergoers to thematic relations in direct and inverse clauses: 

(18) (a) Direct: (b) Inverse: 
Actor Undergoer Ac tor Undergoer 

subject object 

Dalhstrom posits a straight aiignment of thematic roles to grammatical relations. Other 

researchers, including Perlmutter and Rhodes (1989) and Arnold (1994) posit an analysis 

involving a reversai in alignment of thematic roles to grammatical relations, represented as 

follows: 

(19) (a) Direct: (b) Inverse: 
Actor Undergoer Actor Undergoer 

subject Object 

In the works cited herein, the issue of whether the inverse in a language should be 

analyzed as in (18) or (19) is usually not addresseci. It is outside the scope of this thesis to 
- 

develop tests and provide data to determine alignment. However, the crucial characteristic for 

' UnfortunateIy, Dahistrom does not give dan testing passive subjects. This wouId verQ if the nile 
should be stated in tenns of surface subject and not actot. 

10 



my pwposes is the final transitivity of the inverse clause. The inverses in (18) and (19) are 

both surface transitives. Transitivity is a key property in an inverse system, and it will be 

shown that inverse systems are separated h m  non-inverse voice marking systems, such as 

passives, by this feature. 

1.4 Contrastive Passive 

In older works on Cree and other Algonquian languages, the inverse was analyzed as a 

passive (Jolley 1982, Rhodes 1976). More recently, however, Cree is shown to have a 

passive construction in addition to the inverse. The following two clauses are passives: 

(20) awa nâpêsis êkwah aw ôskinîkiw mawîhkât-âwak 
this boy and this young.man rnourn-3PUPASS 
'This boy and this young man are king mourned." (Dahlstmm 1991) 

(21) awîna ê=sâkih-iht 
who CONJ=love-3/PASS/CONJ 
'Who is loved?' 

The passive in Cree, and in the majority of the other languages in this survey, is agentless. 

That is, there is not an oblique actor or 'by-phrase' of any sort in the passive construction in 

many inverse languages. Putting an agent in the clause in (21) results in an ungrammatical 

clause: 

(22) *awîna êsâkih-iht O-mâmâ-wa 
who CONJ=love-3tPASSlCONJ his-mother-OBV 
'Who is loved by his mother?' 

That a language has a contrastive passive is a very different criterion from the other 

four named in this chapter. Semantic hierarchies, obviation, transitivity, and head-marking 

are al1 stnichuaîiy tied to the inverse itself. Inverse is a system that is often confused for a 

passive and ihe confusion is lesseneci if they CO-occur in a language. The functional 

11 



differences between passive and inverse are captured in the vaience of clauses. Three clause 

types are defined by Giv6n (1994): 

a) Inverse: The undergoer is more topical than the actor, but the actor retains 
considerable topicality (with no change in valence ftom direct fon). 

b) Passive: The undergoer is more topical than the actor, and the actor is extremely non- 
topical ('suppressed', 'demoted'). 

C) Antipassive: The actor is more topical than the undergoer, and the undergoer is 
extremely non-topical ('suppnssed', 'dernoteci')! 

Typologically, the inverse, in which the actor retains its full argument status, should be 

distinct from the passive, in which the actor is demoted or not present. That a language will 

have a passive construction in addition to, and distinct fiom, its inverse will be an important 

indicator of an inverse system. 

1.5 Surnrnary 

The purpose of this chapter h a  been to illustrate the properties of Cree morphosyntax 

that are pertinent to its inverse system. In summary, these are: 

Semantic Hierarchies 
Discourse Prominence 
Head-marking 
Transitivity 
Contrastive passive 

While each of the five properties is relevant to inverse systems, 1 show below that two 

especially help to define and categorize inverse systems. These are the two formal properties, 

Transitivity and Contrastive Passive. 

Giv6n.s notions of 'suppcessed' and 'demoted' have both semantic and syntactic meming. Fit, 
semantic demotion is detennined using a numberofreferent uacking tooIs, such as referential distance 
(between a nominal and its recunences in the text) and topic persistence (how Frequently it occurs in a given 
span). Second, syntactic demotion has to do with syntactic behavior of a demoted nominal, as typically seen in a 
passive clause, in which the initiai subject is reduced to an oblique. See Giv6n (1983, 1994). 
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Chapter Two surveys eight languages that have been reported to have inverse systems. 

1 sketch each one, giving its inverse properties. Depending on which of the five properties 

desccibed for Cree that each langage has, I determine how strong of an inverse system it 

has. In Chapter Three, 1 discuss three languages that have been said to have inverse systems 

(Klaiman 1991,1992,1993). But when compared to Cree and the languages in Chapter Two, 

they have too few inverse properties to be considered to have inverse systems. Most notably, 

these three so-called inverse systems cannot be argued to be transitive and therefore are best 

regarded as passive constructions, as previously analyzed. Chapter Four highlights some 

typological features of the form and function of inverse systems and concludes the thesis. 



Chapter Two: 
Swvey of Inverse Systems 

Several languages have an inverse system. This chapter surveys eight inverse systems, 

selected from a nwnber of geographically and geneticdly diverse languages. Based on the 

presence or absence of five grammatical properties-sernantic hierarchies, discourse 

prominence, head-rnarking, tcansitivity, and contrastive passive-the strength of each inverse 

is assessed. 1 divide the inverse systems into two types-Strong Inverse and Weak Inverse. 

The Weak Inverse systems have the least number of inverse properties. In particular, they al1 

lack a contrastive passive. Furthemore, 1 divide the Strong Inverse systems into two types 

depending on how many of the inverse properties they have. First, the Total Inverse 

languages attest al1 five properties. Second, the Obviation Inverse systems have four of the 

five inverse properties: they have Discourse Inverse, but they lack the Hierarchy Inverse (see 

$1.1.3).9 

in 92.41 discuss three Totai Inverse languages, Mapudungun, Sahaptin, and Navajo. In 

92.2,I discuss two Obviation Inverse languages, Kutenai and Tzotzil. In $2.3,1 examine four 

Weak Inverse languages, Carib of Surinam, Chukchee, and Chepang and show that they lack 

a contrastive passive. These eight languages and Cree are then ranked on a strength 

continuum in 82.4. 

In my study, thete are two Smng inverse languages lhat have Discourse Inverse but not Fiieratchy 
Inverse while there are no Strong Inverse Ianguages that have Hienrchy Inverse but Iack Discourse Inverse. 
This is probably an artifact of the languages in my survey. In fact, 1 believe ihat Discourse Inverse and 
Hierarchy Inverse are independent parameters. As discussed below, the Weak Inverse language, Carib, has 
Hieriuchy Inverse but no Discourse Inverse. If thm wece o Smng Inverse language of this type, I would tank it 
the same on the Inverse Continuum as the Obviation Inverse languages. 
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2.1 Total Inverse 

The languages in this section share ail five grammatical properties. They have both 

Hierarchy Inverse and Discourse Inverse, they are aii head-marking, their inverse clauses are 

transitive, and they have a passive construction in addition to the inverse. 

2.1.1 Mapudungun 

Mapudungun (Grimes 1985, Arnold 1994, Thornpson 1994), an Araucanian language 

spoken in centrai Chile, has a Strong Inverse system. In this head-marking language, the verb 

can agree with up to two nominals, and inverse marking appears when a third person acts on 

a SAP. The Hierarchy Inverse in which 1 > 2 > 3" is indicated by morphemes that encode 

person and direction. 

(24) ngilla-fi-n 
buy-OB J- 1 SG 
'1 bought it/him/her/i t.' 

(25) pe-e-n-eu 
see-INV- 1 SG-3 
'He saw me.' 

(Arnold 1994) 

(Grimes 1985)" 

In the direct clause in (24)- the verb stem takes two suffixes: -fi indicates a third person 

undergoer, and -n a first person actar. In (25), an inverse clause, a third person acts on a SAP. 

An inverse marker, -el appem. In the inverse clause in (26), the sarne inverse marker as (25) 

occurs when the lower-ranking second person acts on the higher-ranking first person. 

(26) pe-e-n-0 
see-iNV- 1 SG-2 
'You saw me.' 

'O A person hierarchy where 1 > 2 > 3 is pmbably more common in the world's languages than the 
person hierarchy shown in Chapter One for Cree which is 2 > 1 > 3. See Siiverstein (1976). 

" Al1 examples unless otherwise stated are &ken h m  Grimes (1985). 
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Two third persons CO-occumng in a direct clause appear in (27) and (28). in which a 

proximate third person acts on an obviative third person: 

(27) ngilla-fi-y 
buy-OB J-3 
'SheJthey bought iî/himlher/them.' 

(28) feimochi ngici feipi-fi-i chi kuse pankïli... 
then the fox say-OBJ-3 the old puma 
'Then the fox said to the old Lioness ...' 

In the inverse examples in (29) and (30), both actor and undergoer take agreement 

markers on the verb and the inverse marker -e appears. 

(29) pe-e-y-ew 
see-INV-3-3 
'S/he/it/them saw him/her/it/them.' 

(30) feimofeipi-e-y-ew kuse p d . .  . 
then say-INV-3-3 old puma 
'Then the old lioness said to him.. .' 

The direct-inverse pairs in (27) to (30) show examples of Discourse Inverse. When two third 

persons are involved, one is proximate and the other is obviative. The clause will be either 

direct, as in (27) and (28), or inverse, as in (29) and (30). The third person undergoer is 

marked with -e, just as it is in the Hierarchy Inverse, and the third person actor is macked 

with -ew. The obviation system is not overt, unlike Cree, where obviative nouns are miuked. 

But obviation does occur in the sense that a more topical third person actor (proximate) 

acting on a non-topical one (obviative) results in direct verbal morphology (see (27) and 

(28)) (Arnold 1994). Conversely, when a non-topical actor (obviative) acts on a topical 

undergoer (proximate), inverse morphology appears (see (29) and (30)). 

Both the direct and inverse forms of the verb are transitive (Arnold 1994), as 

shown by the two-way agreement system in which the verb agrees with the subject and 



the object. Furthemore, Arnold (1994) argues that thematic roles align with subject and 

object differently for direct and inverse. 

(3 1) (a) Direct: (b) Inverse: 
Actor Undergoer Actor Undergoer 

One argument for this alignment cornes h m  word order. M e n  NPs are overt, Mapudungun 

has three possible word orders for both direct and inverse: SVO, SOV and VOS. 

(32) Direct: 
SV0 

SOV 

VOS 

(33) Inverse: 
SV0 

SOV 

vos 

domo langilm-fi-i wentro 
Woman kill-OBJ-3lSUB.l man 
The woman killed the man. 

wentro langüm-fi-i domo 
man kill-OBJ-3lSUBJ woman 
The man killed the woman. 

domo wentro langüm-fi-i The woman killed the man 
wentro domo langUm-fi4 The man killed the woman. 

langüm-fi-i domo wentro The woman killed the man. 
langüm-fi-i wentro domo The man killed the woman 

domo iangUm-e-y-ew wentro 
woman kill-INV-3JSüB J-3/0BJ man 
'The man killed the woman.' 

wentro langiim-e-y-ew domo 
man kili-INV-3iSUBJ-3/0BJ woman 
'The woman killed the man.' 

domo wentro langlim-e-y-ew The man killed the woman. 
wentro domo langiim-e-y-ew The woman killed the man. 

1angüm-e-y-ew domo wentro The woman killed the man. 
langüm-e-y-ew wentro domo The man killed the woman. 



If thematic d e s  and grammatical relations were to align verticaily as they do in Cree (see 

(18)), then Mapudungun would have six possible word orden. Rivano (1988) takes this 

approach and shows the resulting six clausai word orders. 

(34) Direct: Inverse: 
Woman killed man. SV0 Woman[obv] kilied man. OVS 
Woman man killed. SOV Woman[obv] man killed. OSV 
Killed man woman. VOS Kilied man woman[obv]. VSO 

Arnold argues that the reversal anaiysis provides a unified account requiring only three word 

orders-SVO, SOV, and  VOS.'^ Arnold suggests her anaiysis would allow the verb and the 

object to fom a constituent in ali surface word orders.13 Whichever view of Mapudungun 

inverse is ultimately adopted, either is compatible with the critenon of surface hnsitivity. 

Mapudungun has a passive construction that contrasts with the inverse shown below: 

(35) pe-nge-i 
see-ïNDEF-NI 
'He was seen.' 

Where the inverse attests two-way agreement and the actor is obligatory, the passive verb 

does not have an overt actor. Thus, the Mapudungun facts rnirror Cree, in that the inverse has 

two participants, but the passive hm only an undergoer. 

The Mapudungun inverse exhibits al1 five inverse properties. This head-rnarking 

language has both a person hierarchy and (non-overt) obviation to determine the Hierarchy 

'' If the clausemates in the six word orders outlined by Rivano were descnbed in tenns of pxirnate and 
obviative, we anive at three word orders aiso. The set of clauses below panllels those in (34): 

(i) Direct: 
prox V obv 
prox obv V 
V obv prox 

(Q inverse: 
obv V prox 
obv prox V 
V prox obv 

I3 Amold (1994) gives one other piece of evidence in support of the unit?ed word ocders that cornes h m  
subordinate clauses. She notes that the possessive pronoun that appears in subordinate clauses marks the 
mcnrrai subject. 
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Inverse and the Discourse Inverse respectively. The inverse system is transitive, and there is 

a distinct passive construction. Therefore, Mapudungun belongs to the Total Inverse type. 

2.1.2 Sahaptin 

Sahaptin (Rude 1994). a Penutian language spoken in central Washington State, has a 

Strong Inverse system in with aU five of the grammatical properties outlined above. Like 

Cree and Mapudungun, Sahaptin has both Hierarchy inverse and Discourse Inverse. The 

Hierarchy Inverse involves SAPs interacting with each other and SAPs interacting with third 

persons. First person outranks second person, which outranks third person. There is a set of 

person agreement markets used to represent different person combinations. Some person 

combinations have separate markers for person and direction. 

(36) tiik'wash-mash ni-ta (Rude 1994) 
cane-2SGl1 SG DWgive-FUT 
'1 shall give you a cane." 

(37) niipt-nam pA-yk-sha 
two-2SG iNV-give-FUT 
'YOU will give me two.' 

inverse morphology varies in Sahaptin. In some cases, such as (37), the verbal prefix pa- 

indicates a low-ranking actant acting on a high-rruiking one. Other person combinations 

appear as portmanteaus with a direction rnarker, as seen in (38) in which i- indicates an 

inverse interaction where as third person acis on a SAP. 

(38) i-q' intu-sha-as h iwinsh-nim 
3/NOM/iNV-see-iMPFV-1SG man-OBV 
'The man sees me.' 



in the Discoursa Inverse, che proximate actor takes nominative third person agreement 

and the object takes the sufEix -n. In inverse clauses, the obviative actor is marked with the 

obviative suffix -in. 

(39) iwinsh i-q' inun-a wapaanki-n 
man 3/NOM/DIR-see-PAST grizziy-OBI 
'The man[prox] saw ihe grizzly [obv].' 

(40) ku pa-in-a pch'ïimya-n piyap-in 
and iNV-tell-PAST wild.cat-OBJ elder.brother-OBV 
'And the elder brother[obv] told the wild cat[proa,' 

Note that in the Discourse Inverse, the pa- prefix occurs just as it daes in SAP/SAP and 

SAP/3 interactions above. 

Sahaptin has a passive that contrasts with the inverse. According to Rude (1994), the 

verb of the passive is intransitive, and is quite like English in that it is stative and the verb 

agrees with the undergoer. The same verb is shown below in both active/direct and passive. 

(41) ku iiw kuuk kwnik i-pfiwan-a miyhash 
and now then there 3lNOM-put-PAST child 

(Jacobs 1937, in Rude 1994) 
'And now then she[prox] put îhe child[obvj in there (the cradle board).' 

(42) iw-tya-sh wil aw kuush pfiwan-i miyhiis h 
now-rather-my be now thus put-STAT child 
'But now rny child is put in (the cradle board).' 

The passive in Sahaptin is created by adding a stative marker to the verb. This contrasts 

markedly h m  the inverse. The Sahiiptin passive resembles the Algonquian and 

Mapudungun passive because there are no ovea actors (Rude 1994). 

Sahaptin, a Total Inverse laquage like Mapudungun and Cree, also displays al l  five 

inverse properties. There are both Hierarchy and Discourse Inverses, the Ianguage is head- 

marking, the inverse is transitive, and uiere is a passive that is distinct h m  the inverse. 
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2.1.3 Navajo 

Navajo (Hale 1973, Witherspoon 1977,1980, Jelinek 1990, Kibrik 1996, Thompson 

1996), the most widely spoken Athabaskan language, has a Strong Inverse system. In this 

head-marking language, the direct-inverse altemation takes place only in interactions 

involving two third persons. However, not ail interactions are between proxirnate and 

obviative pairs. The direct and inverse selection will also be shown to mise from the 

hierarchy animate > inanimate. Examples (43) and (44) illustrate inverse clauses for a 

proximate and obviative pair. 

(43) Ui dzaanééz yi-ztai 
horse mule him-kicked 
'The horse kicked the mule.' 

(Hale 1973) 

(44) dzaanééz lii bi-ztal 
mule horse him-kic ked 
'The mule was kicked by the horse.'14 

The object prefix on the verb stem aiways agrees with the undergoer. When the clause is 

direct, as in (43) yi- signals the lower-ranking undergoer. When the clause is inverse, bi- 

appears and agrees with the higher-ranking undergoer as in (44) (Hale 1973). 

Navajo differs somewhat from the other languages in this section with regards CO how 

the direct and inverse alternates are dn'ven. Rather than the direct-inverse aitemation arising 

hom a person hierarchy (1 > 2 > 3). it is based on semantic conao~.'~ The hierarchy behind 

the Navajo inverse is based on animacy and works on thid person combinations. A clause in 

which an animate affects an inanimate is direct. A clause in which an inanimate affects an 

p~ ~ 

l4 In the Navajo iiteranue, it is standard to gioss ihe inverse with an English passive (cf. Hale 1973, 
W~therspon 1977.1980. Ieiinek 1990. Kibcik 1996. 'lnompsan 1996). 

The semantic hierarchy of Navajo is essentially human > anirnaie > inanimate. However, there is some 
discretion on the part of the speaker and, in a few cases, native speakers disagree on grammaticality judgments 
(Thompson 19%). 
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animate is inverse. Which participant has more control over the event will determine whether 

yi- or bi- is affixed to the verb. If the actor is more capable of exhibiting control, the clause is 

direct and yi- occurs. 

(45) lééchqq'i bets'aa y i h a d  (Hale 1973) 
dog plate yi-licking 
'The dog is Licking the plate.' 

The inverse form of (45) is ungrammatical: 

(46) *ieets9aa' lééchqq'i bi-haad 
plate dog bi-licking 
'The plate is being licked by the dog.' 

The clause in (46) is ungrammatical because in the Navajo universe, according to 

Witherspoon (1980), the plate would have to exhibit volition, 'allowing' itself to be licked by 

the dog. The dog outranks the plate in animacy, and, as a result, no bi- form can occur in 

which the plate is the actor, or even the subject. However, in a clause in which the undergoer 

has more control over the event, then bi- will occur. 

(47) dine awee'ch'i bi-ztal 
man baby bi-kicked 
'The man was kicked by the baby.' 

(Witherspoon 1980) 

In (47), the man, the recipient of the kick, must be in control over the situation, and therefore 

would 'allow* himself to be kicked by the baby. A man has inherently more control over any 

event than a baby (Witherspoon 1980). The yi- fonn of this sentence, which would indicate 

that the man is the undergoer and object while the baby is actor and subject, is 

(48) *awee'chi7i diné yi-tzai 
baby man yi-kicked 
'The baby kicked the man.' 



If the amount of control can be considered equal, Le. both participants are of the same 

physical and inteiiectual capacity, then discourse prominence factors govem the choice 

between yi- and bi-, as in the fint examples in the section repeated below: 

(49) iii dzaanééz yi-ztd 
home mule him-kicked 
'The horse kicked the mule.' 

(50) dzaanétz lii bi-ztd 
mule horse him-kicked 
'The mule was kicked by the horse.' 

In the direct clause (49) the obviative, lower-ranking undergoer ('mule') triggers the yi- 

marker. In (50), the proximate, higher-raiking undergoer ('mule') triggers the bi- marker on 

the verb. Navajo experts generally agree that the verb is transitive and yi- and bi- markers 

occur as agreement prefixes.16 

Navajo has a passive that looks markedly different from the inverse described above. 

Kibrik (1996:265) sums up the Navajo passive concisely: 

"Passives are those verb forrns in Navajo that result h m  the propositional 
derivation of Actor suppression. Under passive, the Actor is removed from the PS 
(proposition structure) and the componding fom both referentially and 
morphosyntactically, with Undergoer remaiaing the only cote argument of the verb. 
There is no way to mention any Actor overtly in passive clauses." 

Active and passive counterparts are shown in pairs (51), (52), and (53), (54): 

(51) ' aswobv chidi ti-n&(y)i-giz (Kibrik 1996) 
woman car PREF-PREF~ACC-W~~~'~ 
'The woman washed the car.' 

Id The yi-hi- dternation is found in numemus Alhi~bascan Iruiguages, including San Carlos Apnche 
(Shayne 1982), Koyukon (Thompson 19%). and Gwich'in (Thompson 1996). Minor phonologicd differences 
OCCUL " Kibnk's intedineas gloss labels the yi- inverse undergoermorphemes as 3ACC. He labels other 
morphemes not directly related to his discussion PREF for preh.  
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(52) chidi ta-né-s-d-giz 
car PREF-PREF-MD-TI"-wring 
'The car has been washed [by someone].' 

(53) 'asdz@ ?ashkii ta-né-(y)i-giz 
woman boy PREF-Pm-3ACC-wring 
'The woman washed the boy.' 

(54) ?ashkii ta-nbs-d-giz 
boy PREF-PREF-MD-TIv-wnng 
'The boy was washed.' 

The object marker bi- the signals the proximate undergoer does not appear in the passive 

exarnples in (52) and (54). showing a morphologicril contrast between passive and inverse. In 

addition, passives in which the undergoer is animate, such as (54), are very 

uncornmon in Navajo. This feature is also in sharp contrast with the inverse, or bi- clauses, 

which readily take both animate and inanimate undergoers. 

In sum, Navajo is a head-marking language. It uses a semantic hierarchy although this 

does not involve SAPs, and it has obviatiun. Both yi-lbi- clauses are transitive and it has a 

passive that contrasts with the inverse as in the other languages discussed so far. Thus, tike 

Cree, Mapudungan, and Sahaptin, Navajo is classifîed as a Totai Inverse language. 

2.2 Obviation Inverse 

The two languages discussed in this section, Kutenai and Tzotzil, have four of the five 

key grammatical inverse properties. Both languages have Discourse Inverses; the inverse 

system that works in transitive clauses in which the participants are both third person and are 

ranked for discourse prominence. But both Iack Hierarchy Inverse. 



1 use the cover term Obviation inverse for these two laquages because their inverse systems 

function only with respect to third person discourse prominence. Discourse prominence may 

be either an overtly marked system as in Kutenai (Dryer 1991). or a covert system, as in 

Tzotzil (Aissen 1997). 

2.2.1 Kutenai 

Kutenai (Dryer 1991,1994), a language isolate, is spoken in the Kootenay region of 

southeastem British Columbia and in Montana. It has a Discourse Inverse system and it has 

an overt obviation system similar to that of Cree (see Chapter One). Proximate arguments are 

unmarked, while obviative arguments take the obviative suffix -5. In the two examples 

below, direct and inverse clauses are contrasted. 

(55) wûkat-i pakiy-s titqat' 
see-iND woman-OBV man 
'The man sees the woman.' 

(Dryer 1994) 

(56) wiikat-aps-i titqat'-s pakiy 
see-iNV-iND man-OBV woman 
'The man[obv] sees the woman[prox].' 

The verb in (55) takes no direction marking because the actor is proximate and therefore the 

clause is direct. In (56), the clause is inverse-the obviative participant is the actor, and the 

inverse morpheme -aps is attached to the verb. Third person agreement is 6%. Without the 

nominals in (55) and (56). the infiected verbs could stand alone, as in (57) and (58). The third 

person actors are understood to be two third persons, one proximate, one obviative. 

(57) wûkat-i 
see-IND 
'He/she/it/they [prox] saw him/her/it/them [obv].' 



(58) wûkat-aps- i 
see-iNV-Nil 
'Hdshe/it/they [obv] saw him/her/it/they [prox].' 

When a SAP and a third person interact, there is no direct-inverse distinction. First and 

second pcrson subjects appear as praclitics (59).18 

(59) hu wûkat-i 
1 see-iND 
'1 see him/her/it/them.' 

First and second person objects appear as suffixes: 

(60) wûkat-aps-ni (Dryer 199 1) 
see- ISGIOBJ-ND 
'He/she/it/they saw me.' 

(6 1) wûkat-is-ni 
see-2SGiOB J-iND 
'Hdshelitlthey saw you.' 

The inverse marker -aps that appears in clauses (56), (Sa), and (60) does not appear in 

clauses containing SAPs, and there is no evidence for a Hierarchy inverse involving SAfs in 

Kutenai. 

Kutenai possesses a passive construction very much Like the passives shown for Cree, 

Mapudungun, and Sahaptin. The Kutenai passive also lacks an actor. 

Dryer (199469) notes, "In s h q  contrast to the inverse construction, the actor is never 

expressed in passive clauses." The agentless passive is the only passive that occurs in 

Kutenai, just as the oîher languages in the survey so far. 

'' P l d  fmt and second persons appear as proclitics plus suffures. 
Hu Qxa-naia-ni 
lSUBJ tdk- LPL-IND 
'We talked' 
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One point that helps to differentiate the inverse from the passive, is that passive can 

occur with SAPs. 

(63) hulhin wûkat-ihi 
lSUBJl2SUBJ see-PASS-INDIC 
Uyou wadwere seen. 

The inverse in Kutenai does not involve SAPs, only third person participants. 

Claiming that the inverse in Kutenai is transitive is not without controversy. Dryer 

examines the occurrence of the obviative suffix -s on verbs, macked below as OBV: 

(64) watak-s Qatiqanmitak-s-i 
fiog-OBV busy .do.something-OBV-INDIC 
'Frog[obv] was busy doing something.' 

(65) qaki3-ni k-?uma$-s ni?-s pakiy-s 
say-INDIC SUBOR-laugh-OBV the-OBV woman-OBV 
'He[prox] said that the woman[obv] laughed.' 

In (64) and (65), the verb agrees with the obviative subject. 

(66) n-?uwi-s-i xa4éin-?is 
PRED-bark-OBV-IND dog-3lPOSS 
His[prox] dog [obv] barked. 

(67) ma4i ma-lis wûkat-s-i mis54-s 
Mary mother-3lPOSS see-OBV-INDIC Mike-OBV 
Mary '~[prox] mother[obv] saw Mike[obv]. 

In (66). the obviative subject is a po~sessed noun." In (67). the abviative suex  on the vecb 

agrees with the obviative subject, which is also a possessed noun. In al1 cases so far, the 

obviative subject suffix on verbs refets to the subject in both intransitive (66) and transitive 

(67) clauses, and in clauses involving possessed nouns. 

l9 In Kutenai, possessed nouns, not possessors, cue agreement and obviation. 
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In inverse clauses like the ones shown at the beginning of this section, Dqer notes that 

a notionai subject, the obviative actor, does not trigger the obviative subject sufflx on the 

verb: 

(68) misa* wûkat-aps-i maii-s 
Mike see-INV-IND Mary-OBV 
'Mary[obv] sees Mike[prox].' 

He suggests that it is possible that the obviative actor may not actuaily be the subject, but 

rather that the undergoer may be, in which case it is more Likely that the Kutenai inverse 

would be more adequately Iabeled a passive. This is, however, inconclusive, and he points 

out that there is nothing in these clauses that would point to detransitivization, or decrease in 

valence, as is typical in a passive construction. 

There is no evidence thus Far that the Kutenai inverse is not transitive nor are there 

known tests that distinguish an object h m  an oblique. if there were such tests, it would be 

clear whether the actor is in fact an argument or not. Dryer makes one final point that the 

Kutenai inverse and the passive have one major difference that cannot be overlooked. While 

the inverse requires that the actor be expressed, the passive requires that the actor nat be 

expressed. 

in sumrnary, Kutenai is a head-marking language. It has Discourse Inverse but no 

Hierarchy Inverse. The inverse system appears to be transitive. There is a passive 

construction in addition to the inverse, and like al1 other languages discussed so far, this is an 

agentless passive. Therefore, Kutenai is classifieci as an Obviation Inverse language. 



Aissen (1999) describes a restcicted inverse systern that works for thiird person 

interactions in agent extraction clauses in the May. language Tzotwl. An agent can be 

extracted via a direct constniction, i.e. a standard transitive clause: 

(69) Buch'u i-s-kolta li tzeb-e (Haviland 198 1) 
WH CP-A3-help the girl-ENC 
'Who helped the girl?' 

Alternatively, an agent can be extracted via an Agent Focus (AF) construction, which Aissen 

analyzes as an inverse: 

(70) Buch'u i-kolta-on li tzeb-e 
WH CP-help-AF the girl-ENC 
'Who helped the girl?' 

The verb in (69) has no special marking and takes ergative agreement (the A3 prefix). In 

contrast, the verb in (70) is marked for agent focus and has no agreement. 

While either direct or inverse are possible in the above examples, Aissen (1999) 

shows that the direct-inverse altemation in Tzotzil is driven by discourse prominence. She 

posits the following principles: 

(7 1) human > non-human 
definite > indefinite 
individualized > non-individualized 

Furthermore, she suggests that this is an obviation system, even though îhere is no overt 

marking for obviation on the NPs. Direct clauses are selected when the actor ranks higher 

than the undergoer in discourse prominence. Inverse clauses are selected when the undergoer 

ranks higher than the actor in discourse prominence. When neither NP outranks the other, 

either direct or inverse is possible. 



As seen in the second reading of the following exarnple, a direct construction is not 

possible when the undergoer (a human) outranks the actor (a non-human). 

(72) K'usi i-a-ti'? 
WH CP-A3-eat 
'What did he eat?'/*'What bit him?' 

Rather, an inverse fonn (the AF construction) would be used: 

(73) K'usi ti'-on? 
WH eat-AF 
'What bit him?' 

Aissen offers two arguments for the surface transitivity for AF verbs despite the Iack 

of ergative agreement. First, both the actor and the undergoer cm occur without special 

marking. They occur without prepositions or relational nouns (Aissen 1999), as seen in (70). 

Second, the plural agreement suffix -ik can be found on both transitive and intransitive 

predicates, marking any argument. Plural agreement can be controlled by either the actor or 

the undergoer in AF constructions. In (74) and (79, the plural agreement is controlled by the 

actor: 

(74) S-kremotik ch-' ikT-b-on-ik ech'el 
A3-boys ICP-take-10-AF-PL DIRECTION 
'Tt's his sons who are taking him to hirn [e.g. to the doctor].' 

(75) S-vixtak i-kolta-on-ik 
A3-sisters CP-help-AF-PL 
'It was heq sisters who helped heq.' 

In the clauses in (76) and (77), the plural agreement is controlled by the 

undergoer: 



(76) Li laemotik-ei mu s-na'-ik much'u ik'-on-ik (proi) 
the boys-ENC NEG A3-know-PL who take-AF-PL 

ech'el 
DIRECTION 

'The boysi don't know who took themi away.' 

(77) A Li t~e4xtik-e~ mu s-na' much'u i-kolta-on-ik (proi) 
TOP the girls-ENC NEG A3-know WH CP-help-AF-PL 
'The girls don't know who rescued them.' 

That both actor and undergoer can control plural agreement leads Aissen to conclude that 

they are in fact cote syntactic relations and therefore that the direct-inverse AF foms are 

transitive. 

Tzotzil, like other Stcong Inverse languages in this survey, has a passive construction 

that contrasts with the inverse. Below is an active-passive piiir, the active is in (78) and the 

passive follows in (79): 

(78) i-s-mil Xun li Petul-e 
CP-A3-kill Juan the Pedro-ENC 
'Pedro killed Juan.' 

(Haviland 198 1) 

(79) i-mil-e yu'un Petul Li Xun-e (Aissen 1999) 
CP-kilt-PASS by Pedro the Juan-ENC 
'Juan was killed by Pedro.' 

Another passive construction can be seen in (80): 

(80) i-vok'-at ta ton li ventana-e (Aissen 1997) 
CP-break-PSV by rock the window-e 
'The window was broken by the rock.' 

Passive constructions such as (79) and (80) differ from the inverse in a number of ways. 

Fiist, the verb takes an actuai passive marker, -e or -ut, unlike the inverse foms above. 

Second, the actor may be govemed by prepositions yu 'un, or ta. This is not the case any other 

language in the survey thus fat. Tzotzil is, however, the only language in my discussion so 



far in which the actor rnay be overt in the passive. In al1 other languages considered, the 

passive actor is indefinite or excluded altogether. 

The inverse system in Tzotd operates only in an AF construction where both actor 

and undergoer are third persons. The direct/inverse alternation is governed by a discourse 

prominence hierarchy. Thus, Tzotzil has Discourse Inverse, but no Hierarchy Inverse. Aissen 

(1997, 1999) daims that this is, in fact, a covert obviation system. Tzotzil is a head-marking 

language. Evidence frum piural agreement shows that the inverse is syntactically transitive. 

Finally, TzotWl has a passive that clearly contrasts with the inverse. 1 conchde that Tzotzil is 

an Obviation Inverse language. 

2.3 Weak Inverse 

The Inverse systems in the previous sections show two subtypes. The Total Inverse, 

which has al1 five inverse properties and the Obviation Inverse which h a  al1 properties 

except Hierarchy inverse. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an examination of 

languages with inverse systems that possess fewer inverse properties. The most significant 

characteristic of the languages in this section is that they lack a passive construction that 

contrasts with their inverse. 

2.3.1 Carib of Surinam 

Carib of Surinam (Gildea 1994), a Cariban language, has a Weak inverse system. In 

the Carib inverse, interactions beiween SAPs and third persons determine direct-inverse 

selection. There are two sets of pronouns used when SAPs interact with thUd persons. 



Table 2: F i t  and Second Person Prefixes for Direct and Inverse (Gildea 1994) 

The direct prefixes mark the SAP actor, and the inverse prefixes mark the SAP object. 

Person 
1 
2 
1+2 

In the examples below, we see that the SAP acts on the third person when the direct 

form of the SAP pronoun is used: 

(8 1) si-kuupi-ya 
1 DIR-bathe-TNS 
'1 bathe him.' 

Direct 

(Gildea 1994) 

C-initial 
si- 
mi- 
kïsi- 

Inverse 

(82) mi-kuupi-ya 
2DIR-bathe-TNS 
'You bathe him.' 

V-ini tiai 
S- 

m- 
kïs- 

C-initial 
a- 
a- 
kï- 

When the third person acts on the SAP, the inverse fom of the SAP pronoun is used, as 

V-initiai 
Y - 
ay- 
k- 

in (83) and (84). 

(83) 0-kuupi-ya-ij 
1 INV-bathe-TNS-EVID 
'He bathes me.' 

(84) a-kuupi-ya-ij 
2INV-bathes-TNS-EViD 
'He bathes you.' 

Thus, when interaction is between an SAP and a third person, the SAP controls agreement 

regardless of whether it is the actor, as in (8 1) and (82)' or the undergoer, as in (83) and (84). 

There is no SAP/SAP direct-inverse alternation, and in fact, first person acting on second, 

and second person acting on first person result in homophonous forms: 

(85) kï-kuupi-ya 
112-bathe-TNS 
'1 bathe you.' 
'You bathe me.' 



Carib lacks a Discourse Inverse. When two participants are both third person, the 

language has three ways of dealing with the participants. First, the verb can be prefiless, and 

the clause has an antipassive-like function that marks a deaease in the topicality of the 

undergoer and consequentiaüy a cise in the actor's topicality (Gildea 1994)." 

(86) t-ï'me 0-kuupi-ya-Ij 
3-REFL-child 3-bathe-TNS-EViD 
'He bathes his own child.' 

The second way of dealing with two third persons is to use the prefix n- (ni-Inii-) in the same 

position as the SAP prefixes: 

(87) kï-nii-kuupi-ya-ij 
EVID-3DIR-bathe-TNS-EVlD 
'He bathes km.' 

This manner of handling two third persons only results in direct clauses. No inverse clauses 

are formed in this manner. In order to form a clause in which a non-topical third person acts 

on a topical one, a combination of absolutive and dative case is invoked: 

(88) am yaako poore, tï-emu?m&i-ma 
some then '"w ABS.NMLZR-fool-completely 

i-?wa-ne maij 
3-DAT-PL 3.COP 
'At last at some time he was fooled by them.' 

In (88), the verb appears in an adjectival form, which occurs with the copula (much like that 

of English and Sahaptin). The overtly-occuning actor receives dative case marking, and the 

undergoer, absolutive case marking. This type of intransitive clause structure with a 

DAT/NOM case pattern does not fit with the sort of transitive inverse structures shown thus 

far. 

Gildea appeals to topic persistence and referwtid distance to support claims of the functions of 
various morphosyntactic structures. Methods used corne h m  Giv6n (1983). See foomote 6 Chapter One. 
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The second reason fot classiQing Carib as a Weak Inverse language is because of the 

lack of a passive construction that contrasts with the inverse clauses exemplified in (83) and 

(84). Note that the Strong Inverse languages al1 have passive clauses in addition to the 

inverse. Carib does nat. There is no Carib equivalent to passives like '1 was bathed (by 

hirnher)' or 'You were bathed by (himher).' These person combinations are only found in 

the inverse forms shown in (83) and (84). 

Carib possesses three of the five properties diagnostic of inverse systems. It has the 

Hierarchy Inverse, but no Discourse Inverse. The few inverse cases that it does have are 

transitive and it is a head-marking language. There is no passive that contrasts with the 

limited inverse system based only on SAP13 interactions that Carib displays. 1 therefore 

conclude that Carib is a Weak Inverse language. 

2.3.2 Chukchee 

The Chukotko-Karnchatkan language Chukchee (Cornrie 1980), spoken in the far east 

of Sibecia, has a Weak Inverse system that is based on the following person hierarchy: 

(89) isLperson > 2" person > 3d person singular > 3d plural 

Direct and inverse verb forms are selected for SAPISAP interactions, SAP13 interactions, and 

interactions involving 3PL. The foiiowing clauses form a direct-inverse pair involving an 

SAP/3 interaction: 

(90) Pu- tka 
see-33 
'You see hider . '  

(9 1) ne-Ru-tak 
INV-see-312 
'Sfhe sees you.' 



The inverse marker ne- appears when a lower-tanking participant acts on a higher- 

ranking one. This is the case in (91), where third person acts on a second. (92) and (93) 

below involve interaction between a third person singular and a third person p l u d .  

(92) Llu-ninet 
see-313PL 
'She  sees them.' 

(93) ne-]Pu-g7en 
MV-see-3PW3 
'They see himher.' 

The first clause in this pair is direct because a third person singular acts on a third person 

plural. The second is inverse because the third person plural acts on the third person singular. 

This is not a case of obviation, although both participants are third person. There is no 

grammatical direct clause in which a third person plural acts on any of the other persons, 

whether they are third persons or SAPs. Funhermore, Chukchee does not appear to have an 

obviation system. 

Table 3 gives a verb paradigm of a number of inverse person combinations, excluding 

reflexives and reciprocals: 



Table 3: Chukchee Verb Paradigm . (Comrie d . - - . 1980) . - 
. , , , ,. 

you +me 
- +.,'y ::..;#.,". - ., .. . 

+us .&miprie_ .. . ,:!'. , ~ : 

-. 

i you 1 ne-lh-tak 

i himher 
+hem 

you p l i  me 
+us 
+him/her 
j them 

sfhe+me 
+us 

l'hi-g7en 
I?u-net 

-@e&& , 

b&&*& - 
l?u-tka 
l?u- tka 

ine&g?L 
ne-l'hi-mak 

The vecb priradigm above shows the forms for the verb stem - 1 7 ~ -  'see' that arise from the 

+ himher 
i them 

they+me 
+us 
+thee 
i you 
+ himher 
+them 

person hierarchy in (89). Al1 fonns in unshaded fields are transitive (Comrie 1980). The 

h n i n  
l?u-ninet 

ne-lh-gam 
ne-l?u-mak 
ne-lu-gat 
ne-l?u-tak 
ne-lhi-g?en 
ne-I?u-net 

shaded fields containing forms for third person singular or second persons acting on a fmt 

person singular take the ine- detransitivizer prefix. The remaining two intransitive forms 

occur when a second person acts on a f a  person plural. In this case the su& -th is used as 

a detransitivizer. 

The detransitivizers, according to Comie, may appear to be inverse person markers 

or even general SAP person afïiies. However, they are found as derived intransitive markers 

elsewhere in the language. He presents verb forms in other tenses revealing that ine- and - t h  



do not occur in the same position as petson-markers. ine-, for example, comes next to the 

verb stem, foiiowing person, number, and tense prefixes. To demonstrate, he uses a 

comparison of the positions of ine- relative to a tense prefix in (94) and (95): 

(94) r-ine-l?u-g?i 
FUT-ine-see-211 
'Thou shalt see me.' 

(95) ne-ce-l'hi-gam 
ne-FUT-see-me 
'They will see me.' 

In (94), the future tense prefix is followed by ine-. In (93,  the inverse person marker ne- is 

actually followed by the tense prefix. The position of the tense prefix in relation to the 

inverse prefix provides a clue to their different functions. Furthemore, the prefix ine- may be 

found in combination with person and number aîfhes; ne- is a person affix and cannot 

appear with other person and number affixes. Therefore, ine- is not a member of the set of 

person affixes. 

The fact that the inverse paradigm is not pe~asive throughout al1 person 

combinations as it is in the Total Inverse languages helps to categocize Chukchee as having a 

Weak Inverse. However, the pcimary reason for its inclusion in ihe Weak category is that it 

lacks a passive construction for the forms that have inverse structures. Recail that the Strong 

Inverse languages show passive forms in addition to inverse forms; however Chukchee, like 

Cacib, does not. 

Another notable point about the Chukchee data is the absence of Discourse Inverse. 

Like Carib, there appears to be no means of backgrounding or foregrounding third person 

participants by way of the inverse stnichue, even in the case of the 3/3PL interactions. Third 

person singular outranks third person plural, which means that when third person plurai acts 
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on third pewon singular the clause must inverse. But this is nota rnatter of obviation. It is 

rather a semantic hierarchy in which third person singular outranks third person plural. 

Chukchee belongs to the Weak Inverse type. It has Hierarchy Inverse based on a 

person hierarcliy (1 > 2 > 3) much Like others in the survey, but it also includes 3 > 3PL. It 

lacks obviation, and has no Discourse Inverse. It is a head-marking language, and the inverse 

forms, like their direct counterparts, are transitive. Chukchee also lacks a passive in contrast 

with the inverse. 

2.3.3 Chepang 

The Tibeto-Burman language Chepang (Thompson 1990,1994) has a Weak Inverse 

system that is quite different from the others in the survey. Chepang has Discourse Inverse 

that operates in ail person combinations. In addition, Chepang is the only language among 

the nine considered that has free-standing pronouns and exhibits case-marking on subjects 

and direct objects. Thus, it is the only dependent-marking language so far in this sample. 

Actors take an agent sufix; direct objects take the sufix   ka^.^' 

(Thornpson 1990) (96) gopal-kay ram-'i si-tak-'aka-n 
Gopal-GL Rm-AG die-CAUS-TNS-DIR 
'Ram caused Gopal to die.' 

(97) gopal-kay ram-'i si-tak-'aka-thay 
gopal-GL ram-AG die-CAUS-TNS-INV 
'Ram caused Gopal to die.' 

According to Thornpson (1990), -kay marks the syntactic case of the direct object. The verb 

takes one of two suffixes that indicates who is topical in the clause. In (98)' the suffix -u 

-- - 

" A large number of semantic mles cm appearas direct objects, including undergoer, goal, ahtive, and 
tempo&. Any of these can be marked with -kuy, and any of them c m  become topicd. 
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indicates that a topicai actor acts on a non-topical undergoer and in (99) the suffix -thay 

indicates that a non-topicai actor acts on a topical undergoer. 

(98) Pu'-ais-'i bah-kay haw dak-'aka-c-u 
older.brother-DU-AGT uncle-GL younger.brother deliver-TNS-DU-DIR 
'The two older brothers delivered their younger brother to their uncle.' 

(Thompson 1990) 

(99) Pu'-nis-'i bah-kay haw dak'a-thay 
01der.brother-DU-AGT uncle-GL younger.brother deliver-TNS-RW 
'The two older brothers delivered their younger brother to their uncle.' 

The direct example in (98) and the inverse exarnple in (99) illustrate an alternation based on 

discourse prominence. The clause in (98) is direct because the actor is topical, while the 

clause in (99) is inverse because the undergoer is topicai. 

One very curious point about the inverse system in Chepang is the behaviour of the 

interactions between SAPs and third persons. Either SAP or third person ciin be topical- 

there is no person hicrarchy to force the direct-inverse selection. In other words, the inverse 

is not obligatory whenever a third person acts on an SAP. This particular aspect of Chepang 

sets it apart from the other languages in the sample. This feature is illustrated in (100) and 

(100) 'i sig-'i ga-kay 1i'-na'-ta-g' (Thompson 1990) 
DEM wood-AG 1 SG-DO weigh-TNS-INV-[classifier] 
'This wood weighs me down.' 

(101) gaa-kaay laan-i je' - bey  -taq 
1SG-DO demon-ERG eat-have-[classifier] 
'A demon is going to eat me.' 

In the pair above it is shown that a 3lSAP interaction can occur in either the direct or inverse 

form. This is because the language lacks a person hierarchy that is capable of guiding direct- 

inverse selection, even axnong interactions in which a third person acts on an SAP. There is 



also no obligatory inverse for SAPISAP interactions. In other words, in any person 

combination, any participant can be topical. 

(102) ga-'i @-ji- kay tyguly bay'- ne' -na -g -ja 
1SG-AG 2SG-2DU-GL drink give-TNS-2- 1SG-2DU 
'1 will give you two a drink.' 

(103) nag-'i ga- kay ga prek -'a- ci 
2SG-AG 1SG-GL fish split-TNS-2SG 
'You split a fish for me.' 

One other curious point about Chepang is the rare but possible occurrence of both 

direct and inverse markers on the same verb: 

(104) 'i-nis-kay 'ow'-may'-'i ghan-na'-s-u-na'-tha-ca 
this-DL-DO that-CPL-ERG beat-TNS-PL-DR-TNS-INV-[classifier] 
'They beat these two.' 

In (104) both direct and inverse morphemes are present and the tense marker is repeated. If 

we appeal to the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985) or the Satellite Principle (Gerdts 1988)' then 

the clause is ultimately inverse since inner verbal morphemes indicate the earlier levels and 

outer verbal morphemes indicate later levels of structure. The clause exemplified in (104)' in 

which the opposing direction morphology is stacked, is the only exmple of this occurrence 

in my survey. Notably, however, it has yet to be uncovered in texts or unelicited speech 

(Thompson 1990,1994, CaugNey 1982) and Little is known about it. 

The inverse, üke the direct in Chepang, is transitive, and the subject and the object 

both receive case-macking (Bauman 1979). Delancey (1999) daims that there is no evidence 

of detransitivization among the inverse f o m  in Chepang. There appears to be no passive 

construction that contrasts with the inverse. 

Chepang is markedly different h m  the other systems exemplified here. It is the only 

dependent-marking system in the survey. it bas no Hierarchy Inverse, since either direct or 
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inverse can be invoked for any person combination. It is perhaps more appropriate then to 

Say that third persons and SAPs alike can be topical or non-topical in any person combination 

in Chepang. Inverse clauses are transitive, as evidenced by subject and object case marking. 

There is no passive construction in Chepang that can be distinguished from the inverse. 

Overall, Chepang appears to have the fewest inverse properties, and it is the weakest member 

of the Weak Inverse class. 

2.4 The Inverse Continuum 

The Ianguages described in 52.2, 02.3 and $2.4 have Total inverse, Obviation Inverse, 

and Weak Inverse systems respectively. They are plotted below on the Inverse Continuum: 

(105) Total Obviation Weak 
Inverse Inverse Inverse 

Strong 4 Weak 
inverse Inverse 

Cree Kutenai Carib 
Mapudungun Tzotnl Chukchee 
Sahaptin Chepang 
Navajo 

The systems of Mapudungun, Sahaptin, and Navajo have al1 five of the inverse properties 

that are outlined in Chapter One for Cree. Kutenai and Tzotzil are different ftom the Total 

Inverse in that they lack the Hierarchy Inverse, having ody the Discourse Inverse. Because 

the inverse system is limited to third petsons in these languages, 1 have categorized them as 

the Obviation Inverse. The third type is the Weak Inverse found in Carib of Surinam, 

Chukchee, and Chepang. These three languages lack a number of grammatical feahues 

shared by the Strong Inverse, most notably, a passive structure that is distinct ftom the 



inverse. Chepang is the only dependent-marking language in the sample. Table 4 sununarizes 

the information on each language: 

Although these languages differ in various respects, the one unifying feature is that the 

Table 4: Surnmary of Inverse Types and Roperties 

inverse is transitive in surface structure. I take this to be the defining characteristic of the 

inverse that separates it from other constructions, such as passive. 

Hierarchy 
Inverse 

J 
J 
J 
J 
x 
x 
J 
4 
x 

Strong: 
Total 

Obviation 

W&. 

Transitive 

4 
J 
4 
4 
J 
4 
4 
4 
J 

Contrastive 
Passive 

4 
4 
J 
J 
J 
J 
x 
x 
x 

Cree 
Mapudungun 
Snhaptin 
Navajo 
Kutenai 
Tzotzil 
W b  
Chukchee 
Chepang 

Head 
Marking 

J 
4 
J 
J 
4 
J 
4 
4 
x 

Discoutse 
Inverse 

r /  
J 
4 
4 
J 
J 
x 
t 
4 



Chapter Three: 
Non-inverse Systems 

Chapter Two surveyed several languages with respect to inverse systems. I 

categorized their inverse systems as stcong or weak based on how many of the five defining 

properties they have. In Chapter Three, 1 tum to a discussion of several additionai languages 

that have been described as having inverse systems. Although Klaiman (1991, 1992, 1993) 

claims that each has an inverse based on her criteria, 1 claim that in each case they do not 

pssess enough of the crucial properties that 1 use to define inverse systems. 

Kiaiman identifies two properties that she considers definitive. She claims first that 

inverse systems mark ontological salience and second, that they must exhibit head-marking 

(see $3.1). She surveys the Algonquian family, addressing Cree and Ojibwii, the Apachean 

farnily, addressing Navajo and San Carlos Apache, and the Tanoan family, addressing 

Southern Tiwa, Arizona Tiwa, Towa, and Picuris. She dso looks at the Altaic language 

Korean and the Salish language Lummi. 1 have described Cree and Navajo in terms of the 

properties 1 daim are inverse and in previous chapters, therefore the languages from her 

study that 1 address in this chapter are Korean, Lurnrni, and Picuis. in 92.2,1 discuss 

Klaiman's anaiysis of these remaining languages, arguing that they do not exhibit enough of 

my defining criteria to be considered to have inverse systems. 

3.1 Klaiman's Criteria 

Ontologicai saiience is a tenu introduced by Klaiman (1992). It describes the 

perspective of a nominai by ceferring to its proximity to the speech act and to the speech act 

participants themselves. SAPs are inherently close to the speech act and are ihus 
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ontologically salient. Third pesons and especially obviatives are remote from the speech act 

and therefore are ontologicaily non-salient. She illustrates the difference using Cree data: 

(106) ni-sêkih-â-nân atim 
1-scare3DIR- 1PL dog 
'We scare the dog.' 

(Henderson 197 1) 

In (106)' the fmt person plural and the nominal 'dog' go along with the direct flow of the 

action-from an ontologically salient nominal (higher-ranking) to an ontologically non- 

salient nominal (lower-ranking). The inverse of (106), given in (107)' requires an inverse 

marker because now a less ontologically saiient participant acts on a more ontologically 

sdient participant. 

(107) ni-sêkih-iko-nân atim 
1-scare-3W- 1 PL dog 
'The dog scares us.' 

The first person plurai inclusive patient is more closely related to the speech act and therefore 

is more salient to the discourse than the dog, hence the inverse marker. She explains that the 

direct and inverse person markers -dw and -ik, for example, 'encode alternations in the 

logicd subject's and logical object's assignments to statuses of ontological sdience and non- 

salience' (p. 163). Ontological saiience is a phenomenon that most other authors have 

described in terms of semantic hierarchies and obviation. (See Dahlstrom (1991) for Cree, 

Perlmutter and Rhodes (1989) for Ojibwa, and Rude (1994) for Sahaptin). 

(108) SAP > 3 > 30bv 
ontologically salient > ontologically non-salient 

Ontological salience as Kiaiman describes it, however, is a usetil term to capture the role 

played by both semantic hierarchies and obviation in inverse systems. 



The second property Klaiman ascribes to inverse systems is head marking. inverse 

languages tend to have some verbal morphology related to the direct-inverse distinction. A 

typical inverse language encodes its core nominals on the predicate. This is clearly the case 

for any language using two-way agreement, such as Cree. Some languages use a direction 

indicator (theme sign) to mark the inverse, as in Mapudungun. In some cases, both agreement 

and direction matking may occur, as is the case in Sahaptin. There is a tendency for inverse 

languages not to be case-marking. Of the nine lmguages in Chapter One and Chapter Two, 

eight are head-marking. Chepang is the only language that shows dependent-marking, but it 

aisa has some direction morphology (see 8 1.4.4). 

According to Klaiman, head-marking and semantic hierarchies go hand in hand. 

Klaiman (1993) notes that languages that have semantic hierarchies are typicaily head- 

macking languages and with logical reason. The typical head-marking language exhibits 

agreement with one or more nominais, and often the nominals themselves are bue of 

rnotphosyntactic trappings such as case ta indicate grammatical relations. Because these 

nominals are generaily bare of such morphosyntactic marking, they have to be ranked in 

some language-specific fashion. Typicaily, the language will tum to semantic hierarchies to 

dictate which is the subject and which is the object. The connection between semantic 

hierarchies and head-macking is confimed by the languages in my survey. Chepang provides 

the only example of an inverse language that exhibits dependent marking. 

However, 1 depart from Klaiman when she concludes that the presence of a semantic 

hierarchy is enough to indicate that a language has an inverse system. in addition, she does 

not feel that transitivity need necessariiy be a characteristic of inverse, whereas in my survey, 



transitivity is a strong indicator that an inverse is not a passive. The languages show in 83.2 

lack at least two features: transitivity and the contrastive passive. 

3.2 Klaiman' s Survey 

In her survey, IUaiman (1991) names several languages and claims they have inverse 

systems based on the properties of person hierarchies and head-marking. In 53.2.1 to 53.2.3,I 

review three of those languages, Korean, Picwis, and Lummi, and show that they do not 

meet the criteria outlined in my survey in Chapter One. 1 conclude that person hierarchies 

and head-marking are insufficient in defining inverse systems. 

3.2.1 Korean 

Klaiman (1991:171) claims chat Korean has "the simplest sort of direct-inverse 

system," which works only in predicates involving third persons. The inverse clauses she 

describes are traditionally calied lexical passives. These are fonned with the suffix -hi or one 

of its allomorphs. Kwak (1994) notes that the -hi morpheme (and allomorphs 4, 

-ki, and, -fi ) applied to transitive verbs result in intransitive passive verbs: 

(109) po-ta 'to see' 
cap-ta 'to catch' 
an-ta 'to hug* 
phal-ta 'to sell' 

po-i-ta 'to be seen' 
cap-hi-ta 'to be caught' 
an-ki-ta 'to be hugged' 
phal-Li-ta 'to be sol& 

In this example, the suffix - R i  appears on the verb in clauses in which a less animate 

or non-topical participant acts on an animate or more topical participant. In this type of 

clause, the patient is marked nominative or topic, and the agent is oblique and appears with 

dative case. 



(1 10) pemin-in kot kyengchal-eykey cap-hi-ilkes-ita 
criminal-TOP swn policeman-DAT catch-PASS-EXIT-DECL 
'The criminal will swn be caught by the policeman.' 

(1 11) cimsin-i talin cimsing-eyke y capa-mek-hi-ess-ta 
animal-NOM different animal-DAT catch-eat-PASS-PST-DECL 
'An animal was killed by another animal.' 

According to Klaiman, the lexical passive appears in instances when a participant capable of 

conaol undergoes some action, as in (1 12): 

(1 12) Na-nun sikan-ey ccoch-ki- ko-is~-(e)~o?~(Klaiman 199 1) 
1-TOP time-DAT chase-hi-PROG-DEF 
'1 am being chased by time (feel pressured by lack of time).' 

Klaiman believes that control semantics and animacy hierarchies determine the active or 

-hi fom. In (1 13), the entity incapable olcontrol takes nominative case, and the other entity, 

which is in fact capable of control, is accusaiive, resulting in an ungrammaticai clause. 

(1 13) *Sikan-i na-lu1 ccoch-ko iss-(e)yo. 
time-NOM I-ACC chase-PRffi-DEF 
'Time is chasing me.' 

A similar situation is found in the following alternates: 

(1 14) Namca-ka kong-ul ccoch-ko iss-(e)yo. 
man-NOM bail-ACC chase-PROG-DEF 
'The man is chasing the ball.' 

(1 15) *Kong4 namca-ey key ccoc h-ki-ko iss-(e)yo. 
ball-NOM man-DAT chase-hi-PROG-DEF 
'Althe ball is king chased by ahhe man.' 

In (1 14), the higher-ranking participant, 'the man,' cm only be the logical subject. It is the 

only one capable of control, and therefore must be the subject in an active transitive clause. 

In (1 15), the presence of the -hi morpheme results in an ungrammatical clause. Logicaliy 

only a man can chase a ball, a bal1 cannot voluntarily undergo king chased by a man. 

a Kiiüm's Korean data has been c o n v ~  into Yale ocihogmphy and given a standard interlinear 
gloss. Thanks go to Kyung Smk Chung for assistance witb this. 
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If neither participant has control over the event, then both active and -hi constnictions 

are possible: 

(1 16) Ku-nun ku kes-ul ic-ci mos-ha-n-ta. 
he-TOP thelthat thing-ACC forget-nominalizer (can)not-do-PRES-DECL 
'He is not forgetting that thing.' 

(1 17) Ku kes-un ku-eykey ic-hi-ci anh-nun-ta. 
thelthat thing-TOP he-DAT forget-hi-nomindizer not-PRES-DECL 
'That thing is not king forgotten by him.' 

In (1 16) and (1 17)- the act of forgetting is not an act of control, just as the thing itself is not 

capable of having control over whether oc not it is forgotten. There is no difference in the 

level of control by either participant, so both dtemates are attested. 

Klaiman considers Korean to have an inverse system because a semantic hierarchy, in 

this case a hierarchy based on animacy, determines whether the clause is active or 'inverse.' 

She recognizes, however, that speakers' judgments on these data v q .  This variation means 

that Korean has a system that is left up to speakers' discretion-a situation quite uniike the 

systems in Chapw One where cases of speakers' discretion are un~ommon.~ This suggests 

that the inverse is not a matter of style or context, but of granunar. in Cree, there is only one 

correct way to Say '1 saw him' or 'he saw me.' While the fiexibiiîty in the Korean system 

does not explicitly rule it out as a case of inverse, it does make it different from the other 

inverse systems described in my survey. 

The semantic control that is shown to determine -hi and non-hi clauses in Korean is 

similar to the semantic control determinhg the yi-hi- altemation in Navajo. However, 1 

would not classify Korean as either a Strong Inverse or Weak inverse because the -hi clause 

is intransitive and the actor appears as an oblique taking dative case. Furthemore, Korean 

'3 Recall that in Navajo, Thompson (1996) notes that there is speaker discretion in some cases though the 
generai hieriuchy is animate > inanimate, (Chapter Two, fooinoie 10.) 
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cannot be conside~d a head-marking l a ~ u a ~ e ? ~  Chepang is dependent-marking as well, but 

the inverse clauses show no signs of detransitivity. This suggests that while head marking is a 

typical property, it is not a definitive property of inverse. 

There is definitely a semantic hierarchy at work guiding whether the verb will be active 

or take -hi, However, if we were to ciil1 Korean an inverse language, English could, by 

extension, be considered as one as well. For example, it is more likely that the clause in (1 18) 

would occur than the clause in (1 19) due simply to mimacy and affectedness. 

(1 18) '1 was hit by a bus on St. Johns Street.' 

(1 19) 'A bus hit me on St. Johns Street.' 

Both clauses are grammatical, but, unless focus is king put on the bus, we are more likely to 

heu (1  18). There are in fact many occasions chat cail almost exclusively for the passive 

voice. Some exmples are found in Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1983). 

(120) 'Oranges are grown in California.' 

(121) 'Six people were killed in the tornado.' 

In these clauses, the passive form of the verb is preferred over the active. The active is not 

ungrammatical, but it is highly uncommon because it makes more sense for the undergoer to 

be focused, especially if the actor is generic, hlevant,  or inanimate. 

To sum up, ihere is a semantic hierarchy based animacy at work in Korean. Although 

there is an animacy hienrchy, the would-be Hierarchy Inverse is intransitive. Korean is a 

dependent-markiag language like Chepang, but it has no contrasthe passive construction. 

What Klaiman describes as an inverse has elsewhece ken  described as a lexical passive. 1 

therefore conclude that the Korean data do not meet the Miteria for an inverse system. 

'' Klûiman's fust mention of head mking as a relevant inverse pmperty is in KIaiman (1993). Korm 
was described in Kiaiman (199L). The two views were neverreconcileci. 
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3.2.2 Picwis 

Picuris is a head-marking Tanoan language spoken in New Mexico. Zaharlick (1982) 

demonstrates that active clauses arise when an SAP acts on a third person and when a more 

prominent third person acts on a less prominent third person. Passive clauses occur when a 

third person acts on a SAP or a less prominent third person acts on a more prominent one. 

Based on data from Zaharlick (1982), Klaiman (1991, 1993) argues that Picuris and other 

languages in the Tanoan family have an inverse system motivated by person hieraschies and 

discourse prominence. Klaiman states that the PicunS verbal suffix -mia is not a passive 

marker but an inverse marker* 

Picuris and the other Tanoan languages have a three-way agreement system. The verb 

can agree with the subject, direct object, and indirect object. Generally, for transitive and 

ditransitive clauses, a single agreement marker identifies both or ail three arguments in a 

clause at once. The primary concern here is with transitive clauses. 

At this point a word on the agreement pattern itself is in order to illustrate the 

difference in agreement in transitive and intransitive clauses. A single person affix in Picuris 

encodes person and number of the subject, and person, number, and animacy of the object. 

The agreement pattern SAPs and third persons in Picuris is show in Table 5: 

25 Klaimm glosses the -mia suffix as inverse. However, 1 retain Zahuiick's passive gloss. 
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The first column is organized in two sets. Set 1 is for intransitive predications, showing only 

obj class 
B 
obj class 
C 

person and number agreement with the subject. Set II is for transitive predications and has 

three subsets: Class A is for animate objects, showing person and number, and Classes B and 

pi- 

ta- 

C are for two different types of inanimate o b j e c t ~ . ~ ~  Set II objects are third persons. They are 

combinations of whichever actor along the top row, (i.e. ISG, !DU, and so on) and the 

pan- 

ko- 

appropriate object class. For example, a first person acting on a third person Class A object 

takes the prefix ri-, a second person plural acting on a Class B object takes the prefix pi-. 

pi- 

'0- 

This agreement pattern works in conjunction with person hierarchies, resulting in 

transitive and intransitive clauses for different person combinations. As with most other 

> 1- . 

kam- 

languages in this survey, SAFs outrank third persons in Picuds. The active transitive clause 

in (122) involves an SAP13 interaction in which the SAP acts on the third person. In the 

pan- 

mam- 

passive clause in (123), îhe lower-ranking actor is oblique and the SAP takes the single 

agreement slot for the intransitive. 

pi- 

'q- 

(122) sanene ti-mon-'p (Zaharlick 1982) 
man 1sg:IIA see-PAST 
'I saw the man.' 

26 Because the almation that Klaiman d e s m i  as direct-inverse concem msitive clauses with 
animate objects only, d;isses B and C do not enter the discussion. R e d  that Cree has four verb classes and the 
inverse occurs only in the iramitive animate class. in fact, there are few dit-inverse examples in the survey 
that involve inanimate participants. 

, 1- . 

ku- 

pan- 

mu- 

>. I- 

lu- 



(123) ta-mon-mia-'zp sanene-pa 
1sg:I-see-PASS-PAST man-OBL 
'1 am seen by the man.' 

Recall from Table 5 that the reason for Roman numerai II and the ietter A in (123) is to 

indicate that the agreement market belongs to Set II (transitive class) and that the object 

belongs to type (A) for animates. There is two-way agreement in (122) and one-way 

agreement in (123). The passive in (123) has the same intransitive agreement, as a plain 

intransitive as in ( 124): 

(124) ta-me'p 
1 sg-I go-PAST 
'1 went.' 

In Picuis, as in Korean, clause types vary in transitivity according to who is acting on 

whom, When a higfier-riuiking person acts on a lower-ranking person, the clause is transitive, 

and when a lower-ranking person acts on a higher-ranking one, the clause is intransitive. In 

Picuris, as we wiU see again in Lumrni (see 52.2.31, the combination in which a lower- 

ranking person acts on a higher-ranking one is obligatorily passive. 

Discourse prominence plays a role in Picuris, although there is no overtly marked 

obviation system as in Cree and Kutenai. When two third persons occur, the discourse 

determines who is more topical than whom. If the clause is active, the agreement mwker 0- 

indicates Wh third person subject and third person object (125). 

(1 25) (sanene) 0-mon-'qn 
(man) 3SG:iiA see-PAST 
'He (the man) saw him.' 

if the clause is passive, or inverse according to Haiman, then the more topical third person 

gets the single, intransitive agreement s l o ~  The less topical agent takes oblique marking, as is 

shown in (126). 
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(126) 0-mon-mia-'y sanene-pa 
3SG:I see-PASS-PAST man-OBL 
'He was seen by the man.' 

In (125) the clause is active and transitive. (126) is passive because the third person 

pronominal patient is more topicai than 'the man' which appears with oblique marking. 

Klaiman (1993) identifies an agentless clause that she also calls inverse. 

( 127) 0-mon-mia-' y 
3SG:I see-PASS-PAST 
'He was seen.' 

The verb above is morphologic;illy the siune as the one in (126). What makes this clause 

suspicious as an inverse is that the agent is not present and the agreement belongs to the 

intransitive set. Furthemore, in al1 of the inverse languages in Chapter Two, not one is 

shown to have an inverse exarnple which appears without the agent. Dryer (1991) claims this 

point is a pertinent difference between the passive and inverse of Kutenai. 

Rosen (1990) devises an elegant mems to represent person hierarchies and their 

syntactic case assignments in active-passive selection in Southem Tiwa, a closely related 

Tanoan language also spoken in New Mexico. On her scaie, person and case selections are 

lined up from left to right. Highest-ranking to lowest-ranking participants aiso nin left to 

rightF7 

st nd (128) Sole ~ n i r n ~  > Erg > 1 12 or HiSpec > Dat > 3d > Abs > Inan 

The person and case of arguments of the clause ;ire linked to each other on the hierarchy 

(128). If no Linking ünes cross, it means that the agreement pattern is one which is allowed 

by the grammar, and the clause is grammatical. 

" Rosen's semantic hierarchy is more extensive than any others 1 discuss here. Although not applied to 
other languages in the survey, it could be adaptexi Cor use elsewhere. 

ai Sole Anim=sole mimate participant in the clause; Erg=ergative; HiSpec=high specificity i.e. human, 
animate singular, can mke a dernonstntive; Dat=dative, Absdsolutive; Inan=inmimate. 
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(129) Hliawrade i-seuan-mu-ban (Rosen 1990) 
woman A:B-man-see-PST 
'The woman saw the man.' 

Sole Erg lSt/2* Dat 3" Abs Inan 
Anim 

In (129) the woman is third person and ergative, the man is i h i  person and absolutive. In 

(130) no lines cross, hence the case and person combination is grammatical. The following 

two clauses, in which the flow of action Nns contrary to the SAP > 3 hierarchy, can be 

represented on the same scaie (133). These combinations result in crossed lines: 

(13 1) 'The snake bit me.' 

(132) 'The child saw you.' 

(133) snake me 

Sole Erg Mnd Dat 3d Abs Inan 
Anim 

Because certain transitive predications with their particular person and case combinations are 

prohibited in Tanoan languages, the oniy grammatical way to express (13 1) and (132) is in 

passive forrns (134) and (135), represented by the scale in (136). 

(134) Phde-ba te-khoake-ban 
snake-INST 1SG-bite.PASS-PAST 
'1 was bitten by the snake.' 

(135) Uide-ba ma-mu-che-ban 
child-INST 2PL-see-PASS-PAST 
'You were seen by the child.' 



Sole Erg 1st/2'n" Dat 3" Abs Inan 
Anim 

Because only a single argument is iinked in a passive, there can be no crossed iines. With 

few modifications, this same hiemrchy can be applied to Picuris, which shares many essential 

properties with Southem Tiwa, including the two and three-way agreement and the 

obligatory passive for certain person combinations. In addition, Picuris and Southem Tiwa 

have similar syntax for active and passive ciauses. 

1 conclude that Picuris has an obligatory passive resulting from person combinations 

in which a third person acrs on an SAP or a non-topicai third person acts on a topical one. 

Thus the language has hiecarchies based on person and non-overt obviation. However, 

Haiman gives no evidence for transitivity, In fact, agentless passives are possible. 

Furthemore, there is no distinct passive construction that would contrast with the alleged 

inverse. This lack of typical inverse charactenstics excludes Picuns as an inverse language 

3.2.3 Lurnmi 

Lummi (Cinchor 1975, Jeiinek and Demers 1983, Jelinek 1990), a Salishan language 

spoken in Washington, disdlows certain person combinations in transitive dauses. When an 

SAP acts on a third person, the clause is active and transitive. 

(137) xti-t-san ca sway?qa? (Jelinek & Demers 1983) 
know-TR-1SG the man 
'1 know the man.' 



When a third person actcts on an SAP, an active transitive clause is not possible. Instead, a 

clause type generally referred to as passive is used: 

(138) xGi-t-psan a ca sway?qa? 
know-TR-4-1SG by the man2' 
'1 d y o u  are known by the man.' 

In rhis clause, îhe intransitive suffix, -0, referred to as the 'middle' in Salishan literature, is 

added to the verb, following the transitive suffiut.. The middle suffix is used in passives, 

antipassives, some reflexives, and iniransitives expressing inherently reflexive actions like 

movement and personal groorning. The third-person nominal agent appears as an oblique in 

(138), governed by the preposition a. I am informed by Eloise Jelinek (P.C.) that the agent of 

a passive is not an argument, as evidenced by its inability to undergo extraction. Therefore, 

she concludes that the consüuction in question is intransitive." 

Paralleling many of the Smng and Weak Inverses in Chapter One, the person 

hierarchy in Lumrni does not extend into S APlSAP interactions. There are restrictions on 

what person combinations may appear as transitives. In (139) and (1401, first person acting 

on second person and second person acting on first person form transitive clauses. 

(139) xti-t-ogas-san 
know-TR- 112- 1 
'1 know you.' 

(Jelinek & Demers 1983) 

(140) xEi-t-ogas-sxw 
know-TR- 1/2-2 
'You know me.' 

Passive countetparts of (1 39) and (140) are banned. 'You are known by me' and '1 am 

-- - 

zg The -'J suffix is 1;ibeled as such in Klaiman (1991, L992). In Ielinekand Demers (1983) it is malyzed as 
and glossed as 'passive.' 

Ge& (1988) shows a s idar ban on exmted agents in HalLomelem, another Salish Imguage. 
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known by you' cannot be expressed in the passive in Lummi. 

The restrictions on transitive clause in Lumrni and other Coast Salish languages are 

noted in the literature. Jelinek and Demers (1983) lay out al1 the possible person 

combinations and the clause types that result for Lummi, Lushootseed, and ~ ~ u a m i s h . ~ '  In 

each ianguage, first and second person may act upon each other h e l y  in transitive clauses 

but not in passive clauses. Variation arises when third persons are introduced. A third person 

acting on a first person in a transitive clause is acceptable in Squarnish and Lushootseed but 

must be passive in Lummi. A third person acting on a second person in a transitive clause is 

acceptable in Lurnmi and Squarnish, but not Lushootseed. While the restrictions on person 

combinations varies from language to language, the differences are minimal and al1 three 

circumvent a person hierarchy violation with passive?' Table 6 lists person combinations 

and the transitive or intransitive clauses in which they appear in the three Salish languages 

mentioned in this section: 

'' Jacobs (1994127) addresses the active-passive clause distinction for certain person combinations in 
Squrimish. He suggests that the restrictions on particuliu pronoun combinations for the transitive clause 
"probably reflect the residuai presence of an obligatory semantic inversion in Squamish, a common correlate of 
inverse clauses in Algonquian. Athabascan and elsewhere." " Gerdts (1987) addresses semantic hiecarchies in Haikomelem, another Coast Saiish Ianguage. The 
hienrchy in Haikomelem is as follows: 

2 > 1 > 3 animate common > 3animate proper > 3 inanimate 
SAP interaction works the same way in Halkomelem as it does in the other Coast Salish lmguages. T'here c m  
be no oblique first or second person in passives in Halkomelem Gerdts arrives at the 2 > 1 ranking by the fact 
that a third person can act on a first person in a transitive predication, but not on a second person. 
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Table 6: Person Combinations in Transitive and Intransitive Clauses 

The table above summarizes the transitive and intransitive clauses that may express the 

various person combinations in three Coast Salish languages. Like many of the other 

languages in this survey, there is generaily a different type of clause, or different verbal 

morphology for each SAP13 and 3 l S M  interactions.f3 Minor language-specific variation 

occurs for pronominal third persons and nominal third persons interacting with SAPs. 

Klaiman (1991, 1992), however, noting the presence of hierarchies, suggests that 

Lummi has a direct-inverse distinction. When two third persons interact, Klaiman gives an 

inverse analysis based on discourse prominence. The clause (141) is direct, while the clause 

in (142) is 'inverse.' 

(141) xei-t-s ca swaylqa? ca swi?qo?d 
know-TR-3 DET man DET boy 
'The man knows the boy.' 

Lu-, Squamish and Lushootseed are the only languages in the survey that make a distinction 
between pronominal third person ('3obv in table 6) and nominai third persons ('N' in table 6). Pronominal third 
persons and nominal third persons behave slightly differently. For exmple, in Lummi a nominal m o t  nct on 
a fmt person in an active, transitive clause, it must be passive. Whereas in Lushoofseed, the same combination 
is possib[e in both active and passive. 
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(142) xti-t-9 ca swi?qo?a) a ca sway?qa? 
laiow-TR-IJ DET boy by DET man 
'The boy is known by the man.' 

Lummi does not have an overt obviation system, although the motivation for the -v suffix is 

discourse driven, much like Picuis. in (141) 'the man' is the subject, more topical, and 

thetefore a direct transitive clause appears. In (142), the subject is 'the boy.' It is less topicd 

than 'the man' appears as an oblique. The clause in (141) is unusuai however, because Coast 

Salish languages tend not to have clauses with two non-oblique nominals. 

Lumrni falls short of an inverse analysis for several reasons. While it is a head- 

marking language and does have a person hierarchy goveming clause types, it does not have 

a distinct passive construction that contrasts with the so-called inverse. There is no evidence 

in Lummi for transitivity. In fact, Jetinek claims that the actor lacks argument properties. The 

Semantic Hierarchy is not enough to wamnt the daim that Lumrni or other Salish languages 

have an inverse system. 

3.3 Summary 

In this chapter, 1 have reviewed possible inverse forms appearing in Korean, Picun's, 

and Lummi. They were originally analyzed as passives but reanaiyzed by Klaimm (199 1, 

1993) as inverses. It is tnie that al1 three forms make use of the type of semantic hierarchies 

generally associated wiih inverse systems. However, based on the criteria outlined in Chapter 

One, they are best analyzed as passives. 

Table 7 summarizes the €ive crucial inverse properties for the languages in this 

chapter compared with languages that 1 take to be inverse. 



Table 7: Summary of Inverse Types and Propecties: Ali Languages 
1 Transitive ( Head- 1 Discourse 1 Hierarchy 1 Contrastive 1 

I 1 1 ~ n g  1 lnvene 1 ~nve& 1 Passive I 

The Weak and Non-inverse languages show some variation in their values for head-marking, 

Strong: 
Total 

Obviation 

Wealt: 

semantic hierarchies, and discourse prominence. This leads me to suggest that they are less 

relevant than Klaiman suggests for diagnosing inverse systems. For an inverse system to 

Cree 
Mapudungun 
Sahaptin 
Navajo 
Kutenai 
Tzotzil 
Ca~ib 
Chdcchee 

occur, there needs to be more than a person hierarchy and a tendency for head marking. 

Al1 systems, whether or not they are classified as having inverse by my cntecia or not, 

J 
J 
J 
J 
4 
4 
4 
4 

are dnven by common functional features Semantic Hierarchies andlor Discourse 

Prominence. The difference between inverse and non-inverse becomes apparent when the 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

two formal features of transitivity and contrastive passive are examined. Table 8 below 

sumarizes the key formal features as they apply to Strong and to Weak inverse and to Non- 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
d 
x 
x 

Inverse. 

Table 8: Sumary of Key Froperties for ai i  Inverse Types 
1 Transitive 1 Contrastive Passive 1 

J 
J 
J 
J 
% 

JC 

4 
J 

J 
4 
J 
J 
J 
4 
x 
n 

[ Non-Inverse x JC 1 

S trong Inverse 
Weak Inverse 

J 
J 

4 
x 



Strong Inverse systems have both transitivity and contrastive passive. Weak inverse systems 

have transitivity but lack the contrastive passive. Non-Inverse systems have neither 

transitivity nor conüastive passive.Y In fact, in my survey, the Non-inverse systems are best 

andyzed as passive. 

The intransitivity of the so-called inverse in Korean, Picuris, and Lummi leads me to 

conclude that they are not really inverse systems. 

Y Klaimm does not, in any of her studîes, suggest ttiat lhere are @es of inverse systems. An 
intransitive 'inverse' such as Lummi is just as inverse as a biiy transitive one as in Cree or Navajo accordhg to 
her work. 
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Chapter Four: 
Inverse Fonn and Function 

The purpose of this thesis has been to examine a number of inverse systems and 

identify their functionai and formal propecties. These are discussed in the previous three 

chapters. In 54.1,I briefly discuss the function of participant ranking and clause distinction. 

In 5 4.2, i discuss the how the inverse is marked. In $4.3,1 discuss some of the functiond 

implications of a language having an inverse and a passive, and why the passive in the 

inverse language may be agentless. 

4.1 Participant Ranking 

Semantic hierarchies and discourse prominence both serve to mnk participants. This 

is a functiond characteristic of both inverse and passive constructions. Each language in the 

survey has been shown to rank its nominais either by semantic hierarchies, discourse 

prominence, or both, regardless of whether the forrn in question is inverse (see Chapter Two) 

or passive (see Chapter Threa). Passive and inverse provide languages with a means to 

realize hierarchical order mong persons, animates and inanimates, and proximate and 

obviative. 

Klaiman (199 1,1992,1993) recognizes hierarchical ordering of padcipants and 

describes a systern of ontologicd salience. Participants that are ontologically salient indude 

SAPs and animates. Participants that are ontologically non-salient inch& third persons and 

inanimates. In this system of ontological salience, she introduces concepts of logical subject 

and logicd object, and ontological subject and ontoiogical object. In a direct clause, the 

logicai subject aligns with the ontologicai subject, and the logical object aligns with the 
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ontological object. In an inverse or passive clause, the logical subject aligns with the 

ontological object, and the logical object aligns with the ontological subject. She does not 

make a distinction between semantic hierarchies and discourse prominence. 

While both serve to rank participants ontologically, semantic hierarchies and 

discourse prominence are quite separate phenomena. Discourse prominence cannot be 

considered a part of semantic hierarchies, nor cm semantic hierarchies be considered a part 

of discoursc prominence. The languages in this survey are shown to have both semantic 

hierarchies and discourse prominence, or one or the other (see Table 9). This demonstrates 

that Discourse Inverse can occur without Semantic Hierarchy Inverse and vice versa: 

Table 9: Hierarchy Inverse and Discourse Inverse by Language 
1 Hierarchy Inverse 1 Discourse Inverse 1 

Recall that Chepang provides an unusual discourse-driven inverse and seems to lack a rigid 

semantic hierarchy. Any person combination is possible in either direct or inverse. This 

suggests that the selection or direct or inverse is based solely on discourse. 1 am unawace of 

other languages that behave in this manner. 

Klaiman (199 1, 1992, 1993) notes the functional property of participant ranking in 

her study of inverse languages. Where we diverge, however, is in arriving at a set of 

constructions that the languages use to mark the hierarchical ranking of person and number, 

anhates and inanimates, and proximate and obviative. Her survey shows that clause 
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Mapudungun 
Sahaptin 
Navajo 
Kutenai 

4 

J 
J 
J 
x 
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differentiation results h m  participant ranking, but she gives less consideration to whether 

the clause is transitive or not. In my survey, 1 agree that participant ranking can drive clause 

distinction. However, inverse and passive are indeed separate constructions that need not be 

described under the cover tenn of inverse, The diagram in (143) shows the different 

approaches taken by Klaiman and this work. 

(143) Klaiman's Appmach: Fadden's approach: 

Participant ranking Participant ranking 

Direct-inverse type Active-Passive type Direct-Inverse type 
Variable f o m  agent suppressing agent retaining 

intransitive transitive 

Since a functional property can give rise to more than one construction, we see that there is 

no one-to-one match between fonn and function. 

The functional properties of semantic hierarchies and discourse prominence, whether 

the construction in question is passive or inverse, are noted by ather authors (e.g., Aissen 

1997, Jelinek and Demers 1983, Klaiman 1991, 1992, 1993). Not ail languages exploit both 

to drive a direct-inverse aiternation or an active-passive alternation. While they are distinct 

phenornena, semantic hierarchies and discourse prominence are part of the same functional 

system. 

4.2 Marking the Inverse 

In this section 1 discuss how the inverse is marked. It is weii documented that the 

passive is more marked than the active. Based on the languages in my survey, 1 suggest that 

the inverse tends to be a marked form and relative to the direct, just as the passive tends to be 
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a marked form relative to the active. 1 will discuss this fucther after a brief summary of 

Comrie's (1988) universals of passive. He identifies three major characteristics of passives: 

(144) (a) Assignment of some subject properties to the patient. 
(b) Less integration of the agent into clause syntax. 
(c) Mackedness of passive forms. 

The characteristics in points (a) and (b) are relatively clear. A patient is given the syntactic 

privileges of the subject and the agent is usually reduced to a lower-ranking, non- core case 

with the relational status of oblique!' I will address point (c). In discussing markedness, 

Comrie highlights the formai difference benveen active and passive and notes that passive 

clauses are marked by virtue of the simple hct that they often have more morphemes. 

A set of characteristics for inverse is given, parallel to those Comrie outlines for 

passive: 

(145) (a) Assignment of some subject properties to the lower ranking participant. 
(b) Full integration of the actor into clause syntiw. 
(c) Markedness of inverse forms. 

Unlike the passive, which universally is a marked clause type, the inverse may or may not be. 

Based on the data in rny survey, it is possible to daim that the inverse clause is a marked 

structure, just like the passive, but that markedness is by no means a universal characteristic 

of inverse systems. Six of the languages in my survey-Mapudungun, Sahaptin, Kutenai, 

Tzotzii, Chukchee, and Chepang-mark the inverse with verbal morphology indicating 

direction. Three languages-lree, Navajo, Cacib-use the distinctions within person 

indexing to mark the inverse. 

" Comrie's notions of agent and patient correspond to my notions of actor and undergoer. 
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That the inverse does not have a unified rnorphosyntactic form, suggests that it is not 

possible to characterize the inverse in fortnal, sûuctural te= aione. In order to characterize 

the inverse, it is necessary to use a set of formai and functionai properties. 

4.3 Passive and inverse 

That a language has a passive in addition to the inverse generaily means that it shows 

most if not al1 other inverse properties. In fact, the conmtive passive is the property that 

separates Strong Inverse and Weak Inverse and, interestingly, the passives in inverse 

languages tend to be agentless. 

The primary difference between the inverse and the passive, especially the agentless 

passive, is that in the inverse both participants are always represented, either pronorninaily or 

lexically. The passive has at most one core argument, the patient, and the agent need not be 

represented. While the survey of nine languages is not exhaustive enough to mdce any strong 

daims, it is tempting to suggest that it is more natural for Inverse languages to have an 

agentless passive. This is the case reported in the literature for Cree (and other Algonquian 

languages), Mapudungun, Sahaptin, Navajo, and Kutenai. Tzotzil provides the only 

exception in the Obviation Inverse, but bear in mind that its inverse is highly resaicted and 

occurs within another grammatical construction, the Agent Focus. 

We can speculate as to why these languages may have an agentless passive and not a 

passive with an oblique actor. In Total Inverse languages, the inverse is pervasive: it takes 

place in al1 person combinations. (Navajo is the noted exception, owing to its being 

motivated by animacy involving third persons.) Relative topicality of clause participants may 



provide an explanation for why languages with strong systems are most Siely to have 

agentless passives. 

Relative topicality pertains to how topical the participants are to one another based on 

the voice of the clause. Givdn (1994) employs the relative topicality sale  devised by 

Coorman (1982, 1985) in discussing the pragmatics of voice and de-transitivity. 

In the direct (active) clause, the actor is more topical han 

Table 10: Relative Topicality (Coorman 1982, 1985) 

the 

Voice 
Direct 
Inverse 
Passive 
Antipassive 

undergoer. 

Relative Topicaiity 
actor > undergoer 
actor c undergoer 
actor « undergoet 
actor >> undergoer 

the inverse, the 

undergoer is more topical than the actor. In the passive, the undergoer is considerably more 

topicai than the actor, Finaily, in the antipassive, the actor is considerably more topicai than 

the undergoer. 

A language can reduce the topicality of an actor by passivizing. But some languages 

cm also reduce topicaiity of an actor with the inverse. It may be then that the inverse 

language, already having one means of shifting topicality off an actor with the inverse clause 

in which both participants are pronominally or lexicaily reaiized, does not require another- 

the passive in which the actor is oblique. ïnstead, it has oniy an agentless passive and, when 

it is necessary to mention the actor, the inverse is used. 

There is a possible implication to this claim that is a stumbling block. It rnight be 

suggested, then, that a language uses the passive if and only if the actor need not be 

mentioned. If that is the case, then should the passive not be considered more primitive than 

the inverse? Jacobs (1994) clairns that the Squamish passive contains 'residues' of a semantic 



inverse. However, Gidea (1994) claims that the inverse can evolve from a passive. The only 

way to test my hypothesis then would be to have a much larger corpus of inverse languages. 

What should not be overlooked, however, is that the agentless passive tends to be an inherent 

characteristic of inverse languages. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In the four previous chapters, 1 examined twelve inverse systems from a vaciety of 

unrelated languages. The purpose of this thesis has been to identify key properties of inverse 

systems and rank the systerns according CO strength or weakness. The properties 1 use as 

criteria to assess inverse systems are the following: 

(146) Sernantic Hierarchies 
Discourse Prominence 
Head-marking 
Tcansitivity 
Contrastive passive 

Plains Cree, often held to have a prototypical inverse, has five properties listed in 

(146). When these properties are checked against the eleven other languages in my survey, 

three groups of systems emerged. Fit, there are Ianguages that possess al1 five properties: 

Mapudungun, Sahaptin, and Navajo. These are classified as Total Inverse systems. Second, 

two Ianguages have four inverse propenies but Iack Hiemchy Inverse: Kutenai and Tzotzil. 

They are classif?ed as Obviation Inverse. Total and Obviation Inverse together form a larger 

categoty calied Strong Inverse. Third, some languages lack a passive in contrast with the 

inverse: Carib, Chukchee, and Chepang. They are classifiai ris Weak Inverse. The non- 

inverse constructions in Korean, Picds, and Lummi (in Chapter Three) are a ce-analysis of 

passive constructions by Klaiman (1991,1992, 1993). Noting that these languages tank 
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clause participants according to semantic hierarchies or discourse prominence, she claims 

that they have inverse systems comparable to Plains Cree. When examined in light of the 

properties I ascribe to inverse systems, they are shown to lack one crucial feature. They are 

ail intransitive, and hence, best described as passives. The languages and the properties of 

their inverse systems are given in Table 7 and repeated below: 

rable 11: Summary of Inverse Types and Properties: Conclusion 
1 Transitive 1 Head 1 Discourse 

Miuking Inverse 

Strong: 
Total Cree J J J 

Mapudungun J J J 
Sahaptin J J J 
Navajo J J J 

Obvirtion Kutenai J J J 
TzoiWI J J J 

Wealt: Carib 4 4 x 
Chukchce 4 J x 
Cheoann J x J 

Hierarchy 
Inverse 

J 
J 
J 
J 

Contrasrive 
Passive 

This suwey has led ro a continuum of languages, with Strong Inverse mirroring the 

prototypical system of Cree at one extreme, and Non-Inverse such as Korean at the opposite 

extreme. 

(147) Total Obviation Weak Non-Inverse 
Inverse inverse Inverse 

Cree Kutenai Carib Korean 
Mapudungun Tzotzil Chukchee Picuris 
Sahaptin Chepang Lununi 
Navajo 

The inverse type itself is dificult to characterize-a point that has been noted by 

other authors, specificaily Thompsoa (1994) and Giv6n (1994). That it ranges in strength 
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from language to language does not make a thorough typology any easier. Difficulties mise 

in characterizhg the inverse systerns from there being different morphological means to 

represent it. Furthemore, the inverse is marked in six out of nine languages, the other three 

incorporate it into person indexing. Formally, the inverse may Vary morphologically, 

however it does remain transitive. Functionally, the inverse is motivated by the same 

phenomenon that motivates the passive. 1 therefore conclude that both formai and lùnctionai 

properties need to be addressed when anaiyzing an inverse system. 
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